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Miss Doris Bailey of Needham Heights,
Mass., has been the guest for a week of
Mrs. Walter S. Darby.
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Foster of Montville
guests over Sunday of the former’s
daughter, Mrs. Walter S. Darby.
were

Miss Rena Dutton of this city, who recently graduated from the Castine Normal school, is teaching in Milo.
Mrs. George G. Wardwell has returned
from a short visit in Penobscot as the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hutchins.
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Black of this city, sod Miss Lucina Herrick of Northport, graduates of the B. H.
S. in June, left Monday to enter the Csstine Normal school.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude E. Clements of
Freedom are to occupy the house a 6 Congress street, from which Mr. and Mrs.
Basil R. Allen are to move soon, having
bought the Webb bungalow on Bay
View street.
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Stitchers Wanted

May We Serve You?

have definite ideas of the Duty and
Bank. We believe it
Privilege of
exists for the CONVENIENCE, SAFETY
and DAILY USE of the Community.

WE

We want YOU to feel free to
at ally time,
and consult
Account.
Open

ability,

HERE

well

Assets Over $4,000,000

Plnnr Ki^ht Bovver QSC
rlOUr
|.g bbl.bags^0

The City National Bank, Belfast

VINEGAR
Swift’5
Pride

p

L

()bars

year.
MAY

Specials
Cocoa gje 12V |
cider; 42y
1

high test, pure

Macaroni,

or

T. and

K„7

Spaghetti

Smoked
Shoulders

ouiuncu

57 Main st.

Smoked

average,

Hams

n[c I

Jj

Home-Made Pork Sausage 25cib
61010 lbs-

WE

SERVE YOU?

The affairs of this bank aye closely and intimately directed by the following Executive Board
and Active Trustees:
Joseph

W. Blaisdell,
Benjamin H. Mudgett,
Hon. James J. Clements,
Herbert H. Stevens,
Hon. Charles R. Coombs,
Morris L. Slugg.
William H. Hall,
Ralph D. Southworth,
James H. Howes,
Eugene D. Tapley.
I. L. Perry, Active Trustee for Belfast.
William Farwell. Active Trustee for Unity.
Dr. A. E. Kilgore, Active Trustee for Brooks.

Waldo Trust

Armour-.
SUr

Wood’s Market

always

strength
large
liability
stockholders, places
position.
Last,
least,
progressive
patient in our desires and at the present time are
enjoying the high satisfaction ot having made a
substantial and healthy growth during the last

WOOD’S
Week-End

require-

employees

give

—

to

The SAFETY, SERVICE and COURTESY
this Bank affords accounts for its RAPID
GROWTH.

give

possible

Banking

Company

(7he Community Bank)

BELFA8T
BROOKS

CA8TINE

UNITY

9

aa———

home-makers to a more intelligent utiland
ization of the products of the farm
and
factory by showing them how- to buy
count
use them in a manner which will

Fcpbncan Journal

The

Belfast. Thursday. Sept M. 1922
♦T

The

BUSHED EVERY IHt’R^DAY

Republican Journal

for

PY

nearly 100 cents

more

on

Pub. Co.

the dollar

communities where co-operative effort
been
has been wisely pract ced there has

A. i. I ROW N, Editor.

ADVERTISING TFRMS. for one square,
inch length in column, 50 cents for
each subsequent
one week and 35 rt nts for
Insertion.
In *d vance,
SUBSCRIPTION TER VS.
50 cents
$2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months;
for three months.

quintity pioduced,
greater prosperity. There
10,0(0 farmers enrolled

increase
course

about

in

and

of

Shute, clerk at the Searsport
to
drug store, left for Boston recently
two weeks
of
a
vacation
spend
and son
Dr and Mrs. Harold Small
were guests
Winston of Fort Fa,.field,
Small
recently of Mr. and Mrs. fred
recently
Miss Ethel Nichols arrived
few weeks
from New Yoik to spend a
Lharles
with her parents, Capt. and Mis
Mias Nichols will teach shortNichols
Colhand and typewriting at Nimmons
lege the coming year
and
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew W. Allen
in
three sons left recently for theirliome
road. Mrs.
Orange, N. J., goi g over the summer
as
Allen and sons spent the
guests of Mrs. Elizabeth Allen.
Claire

“Fruit-11 tivcs'’, the marvellous
medicine made from fruit juices and
tonics, the most beneficial medicinal

are now
on

Evans of Philadelphia,
<s
spending the summer in town,
confined to the house by illness

the

membership rolls of the League, and
there should be several times that num-

mankind.
Just as oranges, apples, figs and
s own medicine, so
prunes, are natui
“Fruit-a-tives"—made from these
fruit juices—but concentrated and
intensified —is the greatest Stomach
and Liver Medicine, the greatest
Kidney and Bladder Medicine, the
greatest Blood Purifier, the greatest
remedy for ileadaches, Constipation,
and Indigestion, in the world.
50c a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.

agent

ber.

ever

given

to
■

QUOTATIONS

When our soldiers returned from the
battlefields of lurope but little prepara-

"Search others for their virtues, thyself for thy vices ”—Fuller.
“A men’s true wealth is the
does in the world ’’—Mohammed.

good

tion had been made for the care of the
I sick. More than twenty-five thousand of
he them w ere in immediate need of first class

hospital care. There were loud and bitter
complaints and the government moved
slowly at first.
ackson
Today we have 99 government hospitals
in all 28,412 beds and the cost
'Time flies over us. but leaves its sbad- containing
of these hospitals with their equipment
behind.”—Hawthorne.
About 10,000 of
has been *800,000,000.
“To live content within small means; to these beds are now unoccupied.
S nee
refineseek elegance rather thin luxury,
unof
number
the
this
of
all
year
February
bear
ment rather than fashion; to
cheerfully; do all bravely; to listen to occupied beds has been decreasing, which
■tare and birds, to babes and sages, with indicates that the peak of hospitalization
open heart; to study bsrd, think quietly,
has been reached
act frankly, speak gently; in a word, to
let the spiritual, unbidden and unseen, |
this is to
During the ten years period from 1904
grow up through the common;
j>e my symphony."—William Henry Chan- to 1914 we imported about $14,000,000
mintf
000 worth of foreign productions and we
taught to exported about $19,000,000,000 worth.This
I would rather have my boys
18
think the finest thing in life
left a balance of trade in ourfavor during
truth and loyalty,
esty and frankness, the
tbai ten year period, of $5,000,000,000 or,
to his country
devotion
the
and
the honor
to have them
on an average, $500,000,000 a year, more
of Theodore Roosevelt than
in this 8teat
than $40,000,000 a month.
in possession of all the wealth
New
in
metropolis.—Elihu Root, speaking
In seven months after the Underwood
York City.
tariff bill went into effect, March, 1914,
our balance of trade fell to $5,000,000 for
WHO IS CUILTY.
that month and the balance of trade was
dispatch frcm Arkansas stated, a against us in each and every month
A
on a ceiThe
thereafter until the war broke out.
few days ago, that seven bridges
in war saved the Underwood tariff bill from
tain railroad iD that Slate were burned
Another dispatch from a lingering illness and a pauper’s grave.
gin"'
‘ells us that a heavy chaiD
A train
n into a switch.
Within the last ten days 50 steamers
and lives lost near Gary, loaded with British coal have arrived at
j
the cause being the removal of spikes Boston, bringing about 300,000 tons. Do■which held the rails in place and it is al
mestic receipts from Norfolk have also
"There is a deep in every soul which
le but the Eternal eye can penetrate

leged that four men have confessed that
they were guilty of this murderous act
Almost every day we hear of other in
stances of satotage or something worse.
Probably nine-tenlhsat leastof these unlawful and destructive acts are the work
of the I. W. W., the bolshev ists of America, who are emboldened by the thought
that all such outrages '.. ill be charged upj
against the strikers.
William Z. Foster is a self-defined revolutionist. He has published a book in

carload lots shipped
from the mines can be delivered, f. o b
Beifast, for about $9 a ton.
soft

coal

in

Limited, OGDEN’SBURG, J>Y.

been

registered.

automobile department for the year up to
“The present so-called capitalistic sys6 have been $1,362,919 24.
Eight
Sept.
The way to actem must be destroyed.
cars of the gasoline type are soon to be
complish this is to organize the working
peopie in to syndicalist organizations, rev- operated on short branches of the Maine
olutionary labor unions.”
Central railroad. These cars attain a
“The political state as at present con- 1 speed of 40 miles an hour, and will make
stituted must he blown up, wrecked and 1 the
jitneys *‘go some” if they hope to do
To do this is by direct action
laid aside.
the general strike.”
| business.
“Labor must rot stop to choose its
When atemporary Federal order was isweapons in its struggle against the great
industrial organization of today and the sued for restraining striking railroad shopState as a whoie. All considerations of men their officers and affiliated bodies,
ethics and morality must be discarded as
from interfering in any way with the opermuch deadwood, as so many fetters
so
ation of railroads, Mr. Gompers and some
blocking labor’s liberty of action.”
“The workers in each industry shall of the radical labor leaders became noismanage the affairs of their particular^nly indignant. We do not understand why
dustry. The miners shall manage the strikers and their leaders are less amen—

nwfles;

the rai’roaders manage the railso on through the lines of hu-

•mac

able to the law than other people

v.MaS«h?.ir

Your fall

bW^Set^

Don’t put it off

Duet for violin and piano.
Meditation from Thais, Massenet
Mr. Greeley and Miss Greeley
Bartlett
Anthem, The Day is Ended
Prayer and benediction.

r"S
paint

looks better
lasts.

to the work.

her.

w’hile there visited

Ames,

Sherman

who

away

hills.

your

with

factory,

place

and expects to make this
ture home.

So is the color card.

free.

ups too.

Walter Weoendorfer and wife and Mr.
and Mrs. George Hoxie motored to Au-

E.

for

chills than pay
The “Universal'’
SunHower Electric Heater banishes
It provides
cold and prevents colds.
warm spots for little tots and grownDETTER drive

"“^doctors'

found his Jersey

It is
dead in the pasture this week.
have
killed
may
that
lightning
thought

Annie

ask

$m\ Spots
ySr tie lots

cow

gusta recently,
the State House.

and

it

as

COOPER SC CO., front Street, Belfast

The Sunday school picnic, which was
held in the Rolfe grove,was a social event
much enjoyed by all who attended.

and

in

Come

long

as

booklet, “Figure Your
Painting Costs With a
Brush—Not a Pencil.” It’s

And when you buy your
paint don't begrudge the
few cents difference between
a cheap paint and a paint

My.a Thurston is home from Cornville
where she has been helping care for the
sick children of Ed. Thurston.

his fu-

and

Harvest Equipment!
f Every Description
§/5e

^

corners.

The “Universal” SunHower,Heater
all its improvements costs no

E. Longley is having a much
vacation.
During his absence

more than

;
1

there will be no services at the church
except the Sunday school, which will be
held as usual.

ordinary

p ■■

e-

ii“

stfPl

Write today for our
180 page catalog. It s FREE.
Kendall & Whitney. Portland. Me.
Supplying Agricultural Xecdi since 1858.

with

Rev. E

makes.

Central Maine Power Company

great deal of moving in town
George Sherman is moving
to the farm he ought of Richard Winn,
and A. Thurston, who has occupied the
Winn house, is storing his household j
goods at Mrs. Alzada Thurston’s until he
decides where to locate. Clarence Me-'
There

Painters, too, are not so
rushed, and will give more
care

that many of the
cinity remain uncut.

Mrs.

Brothers High Standard.
Besides, it lasts longer and

rain lately
meadows in this vi-

Elbridge

The paint that’s cheapest
is cheap because it goes further and costs less to make
it go. Such a paint is Lowe

to disfigure it

been so much

Thurston

that’s really cheap.
The
cheap paint isn’t cheap at
any price.

o

before its needed
Takes less
afterward.
than
it
paint Costs less to put
ideal
is
weather
Fall
on.
Sun not too
for painting.
hot Dries slower and will
last longer. No pesky flies

George Hoxie bought a nice Guernsey
heifer of Clinton parties.
Miss Alzada Thurston is visiting 'her I
sister, Mrs. John Eames in Benton.
has

t

cheaper

always

from nearly every quarter

There

painting.

Announcements and offering
Baritone solo, Cross and Crown.
ur
\ ben L
Gounod
Still.
Be
and
Adore
Anthem,
Roulstone.
Soprano solo M ss Harriet
Violin Obligato, Mr. Greeley

Rumors of potatoes rotting are heard

was a

week.

last

rt>

Allister is moving from the Mount road
into the upstairs rent in the house of A
H. Hall. Mr. McAllister will discontinue
his meat route and

will be

employed

J

••*r

7' ;

i;fc*W7GWl

in j

Thomas McAllister is
moving out to the McAllister place on
the Mount road, the home of his boyhood.
He is connected with the chair factory
the chair factory.

|
We are headquarters for
red granite. We have in
stock or in transit

and wiil drive out from the iarm to his
work.

are.

CENTER MCNTV1LLE

activity.”

—

Last year 237,073,000 tons of bituminous
coal were mined in the United States.

Many other extracts might be given,
3but the above are sufficient to show that
W illiam Z. Foster is an active and dan-

During the first eight months
222,000,000 tons were mined.
the miners Ifcve returned to
will be an abundance of this
ground, at the close of the

enemy to law and order in the
community and to tbe State and nation.
Foster was one of the leaders of the

gerous

.American Federation of Labor when the
I. W. W. was tryiog to seduce that organization, which proved to be conservative and irresponsive. Foster, remembering the story of the camel who put his
bead into the miller's cottage, left the I.
W. W.’s and joined tbe American Federation of Labor, was admitted into full
favor and became one of the favored
lientenanta of Mr. Gompers, president of
the Federation.
believing that this

There
man

are

reasons

year

Foster is directly

60,000,000

Miss Gertrude

of this year

W ashington.
The town is building a new bridge near
Charles Penney’s.
Mr. and Mrs. D. K. McFarland went to

year. Last
tons of anthracite were

j

Foot balls are said 'to be scarce in Russia. Apply the boot to Lenine and Trotz- Haven, Conn.

sky.

indirectly responsible for more deairuc- I
lion of railroad property than all the
strikers. The unionized men of this j

Waldo Chapin and two children called
Walter Matthews recently.

oo

port

I

dry
S

FOR FLETCHER

CASTORIA

recent

guests of

Mr.

Room

AH modern conveniences—
front

The school at the Center, Mrs. L. S.
Moore, teacher, has 31 pupils enrolled,
and there may be more. This is the
largest number of pupils at this school
for

a

long

time.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Carter, Mr. and
Mrs. A. P. McFarla nd and son Edward of
Waterville were recent guests at Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Wentworth’s and Mr. and
Mrs. M. M. Wentworth.
Maxwell W. Jaquith was the winner
of the roller skating race at Allen’s hall
Satu rday evening, Sept. 2, for boys unA three bladed
der fourteen years.
Keen Kutter pocket knife was the prize
hung up by H. L. Ward of Bangor.
;

Mrs. Justin V
and
Jackson entertained Claudius Knowlton
and family of Liberty, Sylvia Jackson of
New Mexico, Mr*. Julia Brigga and Mr.
and Mrs. E. O. Clement of Newport, Mr.

Sept. 3rd Mr.

and Mrs. E.

Let

to

^nd

G. W. Gove and family of North SearsBelgard atmont, Edward and Katherine
%
tended campmeeting at Etna Sept. 3.

Mr. Matthews is
few weeks.

Children

were

I. Ramsey of

Belfast, Maine,.

A. S. HEAL,

Apply

corner room.

Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Clement of Pittsfield, have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. J.
F. Ramsay at South Montville.

a

"ALWAYS'SAJSftS

CALL AND SEE THEM.

Dinsmore of New-

Mrs. J. V. Jackson.

Balmoial Red

Magda Red,

Beers Red,

teacher.

Mr. and Mrs. G

Matthews

Tb e Eastern States League was organ
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gray of Prosized about five years ago and its work
thus far has been done mainly in the New pect and their niece, Elizabeth Merithew
England States. This is not a government i of Peabody, Mass., called at Archie Merirganization but is an extension of the ithew’s recently.
field in which excellent and practical ;
Dorothy Matthews, who bad been the
work is being done by County Agents in guest of her aunt, Miss A. S. Matthews,
Waldo county and elsewhere. Its special has been spending a few days in Brooks
effort is to promote tbe organization and with her aunt, Mrs. Elmer Roberts.
extension of co-operative groups of farmSUNDAY SCHOOL PICNIC AT
ers for tbe purchase of feeds, fertilizers,
SWAN LAKE.
needs, etc., at wholesale prices direct
from the producer. This year the saving
The Monroe Center and West Winterof fertilizers to co-operative
an costa
port Sunday schools united in holding
groups has been from five to ten dollars their annual picnic at Swan Lake, Aug.
• ton ana in some instances more than
24th, near Elmer Moon's home. A large
that and, on the whole, about 11,000,- number
gathered to enjoy the day. After
COQ this year.
a bountiful picnic dinner the sporta bestandThe League also aims to improve
gan. Those who wiahed to do ao went in
ardization and to establish better trade
bathing, othara rowed on the lake or
foundaa
and credit facilities, and strong
played gamea. There waa a treat of peation baa been laid for carrying on this nuts, candy and ice cream. An amusing
work successfully. It is organizing In- feature of the afternoon was the singing
formation Centers to aid farmers and of a number of comical songa by "Uncle
Josh,” who played his accompaniment
When the company broke
on the guitar.
up at four o'clock several were heard to
remark that they never had a better time
at a Sunday school picnic.

as

reds.

IMPORTED

Frank Whitcomb and Elijah Belgard
repairing their barns.
Walter B. Thompson and little daughter Margaiet, went Sept. 2nd to New
are

Ripley

Mrs. G F. Lamb and son Fred are the
guests of her sister at the old home.

extending his visit for

Bangor recently.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pike of Auburn
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
F. Burkill.
A school was opened Sept. 5 at McFarland’s Corner with Mrs. Raymond

NORTH SEARSPORT

her home in Newton.

A beautiful dark red— the reddest of

were

country, most of them, are not criminals. ;
They do not have anarchy and bolsbe j
Stanley Maker and friend, Mr. Peirce,
vism in their hearts, but for their own !
from Everett, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
good and for the good of the nation they
Anna Nickerson.
should purge theii ranks of those who ;
Mrs. Wm. Getchell and family of Auwould destroy property and if possible j
drag the United States to such conditions gusta and Belfast called on Miss Addie
To do this is tbe Matthews recently.
ms exist in Russia.
has returned to
Mrs. W. L.
acknowledged purpose of VK illiam Z Foster.

Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red, Westerly, R. 1. Red, Westerly, R. I., Pink, Niantic,
Conn., Pink, St.Cloud, Minn., Red, Wisconsin Mahogany, Warsaw, Wis., Red,

teaching in

Miss Lucy Belgard is teaching in West

Now that
work there
coal, above

\

i

Newell is

Liberty.

mined and up-to-date there have been
mined only 23,000,000 tons, and there
will be a shortage of nthracite, probably
till mid-winter.

for

«r

^

Mrs

enjoyed._

BURNHAM

needed

---

Smart

Scripture reading.

Its highly burnished copper reflector
Heat may
casts sun-like radiance.
be directed to warm all chilly nooks

that

o^Tber,

My Shepherd,

MeditaTrio for violin, piano and organ
tion from Thais,
Miss Shute
Mi«s Greeley, Mr. Greeley and
Anthem, At Even ere the Sun

C. Turgeon from Gardiner, Mass., who
is connected w ith the building of the new
is moving his family here
chair

W7e are credibly informed

s

Harriet Kou'stone, soprano,
Flizabeth Havener, contralto.

Boston, ship brokers, offering early ship-

ton.

rd

Miss

This handy, portable heater gives a
Hash of light and a Hood of heat the
instant electrical connection is made.

He says:

roads, and

Duet, The I

her house
Charles
work, is spending her vacation with relatives in Nova Scotia.

In this State 191,372 persons have been
which be defiantly promulgated his theo- | licensed this year to operate automobiles
ries of social tnd financialjeorganization. and 75,698 cars and 12,410 trucks have
A few extracts frcm this book show what
The total receipts of the

th ese theories are.

Anthem, Jefua,th' Very Thought

helps Mrs.

at $8 a

|

The following program,
five o’clock.
Miss Mildred F.
the
organist.
arranged by
The
rendered
was
splendidly
Shute.
GreeEvelyn
Misi
assis'ed
was
by
choir
Greeley, violinley, pianist and Charles
The program:
ist.

Mr. Lane,
been large and are increasing.
our State Fu.l Director, has received a
c ommunication from Rogers & Webb of
ment in cargoes of from 5000 to 7000 tons,
best Yorkshire coal at any Atlantic port

hell in the ConS inday. Sept

at

On chilly Spring and Fall mornings
favorite room will be the one
and cheerful by the
warm
made
“Universal” Sunflower Heater.

...

on

Contrary to a widespread belief, gssoThe summer colony occupying cottages
of crude
re- line is not the principal product
entertained
were
on Pleasant Point
It ferma about 25 per cent of
at
bean
supper
petroleum.
picnic
baked
cently at a
of crude but fuel oil forms nearly
the home of Capt. and Mrs. Henry C. a barrel
sells for less than the cost
Fifteen guests were present and 50 per rent and
Curtis.
of the crude.
the affair was much

At dealers or from FlU'lT-A-TIA ES

...

Wistar

Mrs
who is

was

gregational church

home
Mrs. Earl P. Smith has arrived
from a visit with relatives in Barre,
of
Harriet Wilson, the little daughter
Mr
Charles Wilson of Bangor, is visiting
and Mis. G Renfrew Vt ilsoi.

Take “Fruit-a-tives” and
Make Yourself Well

improvement in quality of products,
elimination of waste, reduction in cost,

one

SEARSPOKT

HEALTH MESSAGE
TO THE WORLD

than they do now.
all
There is abundant evidence that in

A vesper service

The

Journal

to

Jlche?

When you’re suffering from

No collection

headache,
backacke,
toothache,
or

pain from any other cause, try

One

The Marshall properties, formerly parts of
the Jonethsn Elwell eetate, situsted in Belfast. Northport and Stockton Springs, as fol-

Tel. 370.
Better Than

Avenue to

3. The old Preston place, so-called, on
Northport Avenue opposite A. J. Mudgett's
house, containing about thirty-four acres.

LAND IN NORTHPORT
1. 1 hat part of the Jonathan Elwell home.tend lying on the eaaterly eide of the road
from Balfaat to Northport Campground, and
includadjoining the North Shore, ao-called,
ing the beautifully aituated and well wooded
point extending from North Shore northerly
and weeterly aa the ebore rune to the heed of
the cose, unueuaUy well located end adapted
for a large aummet reaidenee or hotel, contsukiag about thirty-lour acrss.
2. About one hundred and ten acres of land

ground to Temple Heights. This lot has s
long shore front and buildings located on the
rosd westerly of the first mentioned road.

Land in Stockton

Springs

About sixteen acres of land, known
Sargent lot, situated on Cape Jelliaon.

Apply

to

as

the

JOHN R DUNTON.
Belfast, Maine

phone.

I
Coughs and Cold*, Head
|
Rheumatism
ache, Neuralgia,

For

RUGS

g
i

35c and 65c, jar» and tube*
Hoepitet »i»e, $3-00

FROM CHINA
In the finest quality of sheep
and camel’s wool, and in
shades of blue and tan. The
prices are lower than those
offered in the Boston and
New Y ork stores. Call and
see them at the Journal office.

Expert

Piano

and

Tuning

Repairing

LLOYD D. McKEEN,
BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone 126-4

_41tf

SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

m

_

X six-room furnished house for the.
winter, with modern improvements,
at 84 Inion Street, Belfast, w

Save Your Coal

For

Sale

A one-horse jigger wagon,

i

For

a

Pure Healthy

.-JW

Drink Tl

highland

SPRING WATtR
(Delivered Daily*
-ALSO FOR SALE—"

DISTILLED WATER
an

For Rent

AMY L. WILSON

and buy wood by the cord length for $12(
We have a large
and stove fitted at il4.
supply of first quality wood. All orders
placed by the end of this month without
JOEL P. WOOD,
advance in price.
tf36
lei. 177-14

or

and All Aches and Pain*
ALL DRUGGISTS

B. Ramsey, L.
Northport, Leonard V. Jackson and fam- southerly of and adjoining Shore Acres, soi called, on the road from Northport Campily of Lewiston.

29

MuttarJ Matter

Lot of about

adjoining

•

Write, call

"-

15 acres extending from
the shore, well wooded,
desirable for summer home or for cutting up
into cottage lota.
2. House and lot of one-eighth of an acre,
above parcel on Northport Avenue.
1.

e

Mai"*

Belfast,

35 Miller Street,

two and the pain stops
Contain no habit-forming drugs
Have you tried Dr. Miles’ Nervine?
4(k vtur PnifsUI
or

LAND IN BELFAST
Northport

every*™**

C. L. FISH, Manager,

Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills

FOR SALE

Collection*

pay.

Creditors Mercantile Agency

neuralgia,

Office.

no

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

For Storage Batteries
Medicinal Purposes-

CHARLES R
Tel.

TO LET
of

5^*

A lower tenement
with modern improrff
quire at 15 Xorthport
Tel. 225-3

fa

Springfield Horse Show
Opens Fall Social Season

Four Generations Helped
better health by this time-tested laxative.
Grandma gave it to her children who are today’s mothers and fathers; they continue to
to

take it and
So it goes

give

—a

it

to THEIR children.

freely

favorite for

70 years

over

The new Qoodyear
Cross-Rih Tread Card

Dr. True’s Elixir
The True

Without

It makes men, women, and children better
fitted for life’s work. To get the best out
of life one must keep in good health and to
do that the bowels must perform their propDr. True’s Elixir, the True
er function.
Family Laxative, promotes the natural action of the stomach and bowels and thereby
assists nature in guarding the health and
comfort of the family. The herbs used in
its preparation are imported and of strictly
pure quality. Insist on Dr. True’s-Elixir
40c -60c—$1.20.

What This Country Needs

What this country needs is not more
more miles to the

miles of territory, but
gallon.

What this country needs is more tractprs and less detractors
What this country needs is more paint
on the
on the old place and less paint
young face.
What this country needs isn t a lower
a higher
rate of interest on money, but
Interest in work.
What this country needs is to follow
the footsteps of the fathers instead of the
footsteps of the dancing master. St.

Paul (Minn.) Crescent.

Some

A.

MRS. LOL'LA LONG COMBS, AN EXPOSITION FAVORITE

Miss

W’aterville

M. Small was in

business.

on

Minnie

Mikelsky
recently.

Mi s Sophia
Temple last

Webb and

visited

Juanita

Miss Violet West and friend from Augusta spent Labor day with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Chafes Bryant.
Mrs.

Olive

Records

Stewart aud

Mrs.

John Sylvester and family from
were the guests of his
aunt,; Mrs. Emma Thompson, for a few
days.
Mr. J Weston Dean and

a patient, Mr.
the retreat at Hart-

iy8tem.
as a medicinal preparation
Hood’s Plils, which are so well adapted for both children and adults. In small
doaes they are a gentle laxative, in larger
does an active cathartic.

Equally good

are

OPENS LARGEST
YELLOW PINE LUMBER TRACT

GOVERNMENT

Washington, D. C. The largest compact body of yellow pine timber owned
by the government is to be opened for
nd development, according to
announcement by the Forestry Service,
U. S. Department of Agriculture. 1 his
is in line with the federal policy of putting the forests of our country to their
an

tale

highest
timber

use, instead of locking up valuable
so that they are of no

resources

benefit to the American people. This new
timberland region is«n the watershed of

the Selvies river in the Malheur National
forest of eastern Oregon. It covers an
•rea of 550,000 acres and contains 7,000,tOO,000 feet of mature saw timber. I he
Jovernment Forestry Service has worked
out a plan for this standing of timber that
Provides a continuous and perpetual sup
Ply of raw material for lumber manufacture to be located in the vicinity of Burns,
Oregon, consuming 50,000,000 to 60,000,feet of logs annually.

NATURE TELLS YOU
Many

a

Belfast Reader Knows Too Well

When the kidneys are weak,
Nature tells you about it.

The urine is nature’s index.
Infrequent or too frequent passage,
Other disorders suggest kidney ills.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for disordered

kidneys.
People
worth.

in this vicinity testify to their

Maurice E. Gray, carpenter, R. F. D.
I, South Penobscot, Maine, says:
{Jo■Doan’s Kidney Pills are the best remedy
know of for weak kidneys. They are
re8u'*tor
»kUir** ayatem-

and they tone up the
I have used them when I
bill0
•d spells of
backache and felt tired and
Kidney Pills have never
Down’s
fSPa'i
r“0d t° relieve me of these attacks and
‘recommend them too highly. They
™ the
work every time.”
®0c,Jat all dealers. Don’t simply
*or * kidney
remedy get Doan’s
h»H p Pills—the same that Mr. Gray

Foster-Milburn Co., Mfrs., Buffalo,

Sixteen
Circus
Arts,
Game ami
Oceans
Entertainment

Football
of

Davis, returned to
Sixteen of the finest circus and
ford, Conn., recently, where Mr. Dean vaudeville acts obtainable, an interhas employment, after spending his va- collegiate football
game and general
exhibits of every kind and variety
cation with his sister, Mrs. Emma Bush
together with

and

Mrs.

Hermitage

Pickett

Arthur

daughter Dorothy

an

returned

I

Miss

to

and

Elizabeth

Massachusetts

Sept. 2,

~

Again the school bell rings at morning
and at noon; again with tens of thousands the hardest kind of work has bewhich is a mental
gun, the renew'al of
most
and physical strain to all except the
rugged.
The little girl that a short time ago had
the little hoy
rotes in her cheeks, and
whose lips were then so red you would
iave insisted that they had been “kissed
lost some)y strawberries,” have already
thing of the appearance of health.
Now is a time when children should be
much
fiven a tonic, which may prevent
No other is so highly to
lerious trouble.
be recommended as Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
which strengthens the nerves, perfects
digestion and assimilation. It aids mental development by building up the whole

Proves Attractive

Mr.

niles

VACAIION is over

Exposition Program

Somerville, Mass.,

after spending several weeks
concernhas been collecting some records
with
Mrs.
Pickett’s brother. I. P.
miannual
their
in
ing how far birds go
•Griffies.
made possible by
ration This lias been
Mr and Mis. Arthur Sampson and son
and fastencatching wild birds by traps
baud on one leg,
Richard, and Mrs. Sampson’s mother,
ing a light aluminum
Each of
Mrs. Alice Dodge, and uncle, William
ifter which they are released.
number and the
were guests over the week-end ot
ihese bands bears a serial
Sibley,
D O.
nscription ‘‘Biol. Surv., Wash.,
of birds Mr. and Mrs. Perley Cross, and Monday
kind
wliat
ol
is
kept
k record
In event any of guests of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Sibley,
yere banded and where.
the Waslireturning to Bath in the afternoon.
,he birds so banded are killed,
end is tlierengton department is notified
record
The
Mr. and Mrs. h red N. Flye and daugh(v able to trace the flight.
a
ter Ruby and Effie M. Flye, and Archie
>f the greatest migration is that of
of
coast
the
ornnwn tern,
banded on
Hartford, were in Bangor Aug. 31st. Mr
Maine. It was found four years later in
Flye went to the Eastern Maine General
the delta of the Nitfer river, on the west
coast of Africa. The latest long range Hospital for au X ray treatment upon his
ecord for flying is (hat of a Canadian leg from which he has been suffering a
)lue-winged teal caught and banded 20
great deal the past few weeks.
It was killed
north of Toronto
of ^ r
wo months later on the island
12*1
lad, just oil the coast of Venezuela. By
two
these
between
air line the distance
loints is 3,000 miles.

The brilliancy that attaches itself
Eastern
States
the
to
Exposition
reaches its crowning glory in the
Springfield Horse Show that takes
place in the Coliseum Building every
evening from Sept. 17 to 23. The setting is ideal, enthusiasm is never
lacking and each year sees the return
of widely known whips from all sections of the country.
It is not a sectional exhibition.
East and West meet as do North ind
and
South.
Beal
sportsmanship
society go hand In hand. The scene
is always colorful and ever changing.
Everybody loves a thoroughbred and
the leaders among American stables
are seen on the Eastern States tanbark.
Every classification that goes
to make up a complete horse show is
The response and enthuIncluded.

Henry

Clement have each purchased a new piano of Miss Sophia Mikelsky from Bath.

Mr.

Flying by bird*.
Department of Agriculture

Rev.
summer

George Wolstemholm closed his
work with Freedom
church

Sept. 1. He will enter college in Newton, Mass. He was able to fill the church
every Sunday no matter what the weather happened to be and we all feel we received many spiritual truths for future

thought.
The supper and social given by the
Blues and Reds of Freedom Sunday
school at the Grange Hall Friday evening
Sept 1, was an event long to be remem
bered.
One hundred and fifty partook of
the fine supper, after which they all went
and listened to the

in-

teresting remarks given by the superintendent, George Worth, and Arthur Pick-

Boston, t principal of Freedom
Academy, Mr. Parlin, and our pastor,

ett

Complete Wild West
Show for Exposition
Frontier

Days

The rest of

the evening was spent in a social way
with games, etc., closing with singing by

all.

SOUTH LIBtRTY
Stveral from
Waterville fair.
School

Mrs. Cl

in
ra

this

place attended the

this place began Sept.
teacher.

Overlock,

5,

Frank Grinnell and wife motored from
Springfield, Mass., to visit his mother,
Mrs. Cora Grinnell, for a few days.
Miss Annie Grinnell of Boston, Mass.,
is spending her vacation with her parents, Mr. .and Mrs. George Grinnell.
Miss Lucy Fuller, who graduated rom
Washington High school last spring, will
teach the Bariow school in Appleton.

Clarence Linscott and wife from South
Paris,have been spending a week with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eben Linscott.
Edwin Millay and Mrs. Frank Esaucy
were called to Liberty Aug. 31, to attend
their brother’s funeral, Mr. Fred Millay.
Mr. Sidney Hauuau and family have
returned to their home in Providence, R.
I., after speudiug their vacation at their
old home here.
Mrs. Ruth Boynton, who has been at
work at Camp Medomack lor he sumlew dayst
mer, has been speudiug a
with Mrs. Hope Rhodes.

Ernest Light from Dorchester, Mass ,
has been spending a few days with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Light. His

Kenneth, who has been
time, will return with him.

here for

some

Induces Repose.

“Forty”
Natural, Refreshing

Doctor Humphrey’s
Induces Repose and

Number

Sleep.

For Insomnia, Sleeplessness, Wakefulness and Restlessness.
No Narcotic, No Opiate, No Dope, No
habit .forming Drugs, Strictly Homeopathic. ,Write for free Doctors Book.

to Be Re-enact-

j
:

|

j

S
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The scientific distribution of rubber in this tread—the wide
rib and the semi-flat contour—gives a thick, broad
surface that is exceedingly slow to wear.
center

new tire is a genuine Goodyear through and through
design, iqtfftterial, in construction.
It costs less to buy than the net price you are asked to pay for
many “long discount” tires of unknown reputation and value.

This
—in

Why be satisfied with less than this efficient tire can givewhy take a chance on an unknown make?
Compare these prices with NET prices you are ashed to pay for "long discount" thee

public.

33x4* Straight Side.. $32.15
Straight Side.. $24.50
34x4* Straight Side.. 32.95
Straight Side.. 25.25
33xS Straight Side.. 39.10
34x4 Straight Side.. 25.90
35x5 Straight Side.. 41*05
Side..
3145
32x4* Straight
These prises include menu)'assurer's entire tun
Goodyear CraseWA Tread Cord Tires are also made in 6, 7 and 8 inch ekes fee tmcht

30x3*Clincher...... $12.50
30x3* Straight Side.. 13JO
32x3* Straight Side.. 19.25
31x4 Straight Side.. 22£0

Conway’s Band to
Play at Exposition
Famous Musical

Engaged

Organization

Entertain
1922 Visitors

For the second consecutive season
and the third time since the Eastern
States
Exposition was established,
Patrick Conway and his band will be
the feature musical attraction at the
annual fall show in Springfield, Mass.,
from Sept. 17 to 23.
Those who heard Conway's band in
1917 and again last year know the
sort of music this baud
can
play.
The veteran conductor has an enviable
and
is
known to millions
reputation
of nnt3ic lovers, for those who have
not seen Conway and who have not
had the pleasure of hearing his band
[lay in person, know it through the
medium of phonograph records for
Conway has made records for all of
the leading phonograph manufacturers
in America.
As in other years, the Exposition
will open Sunday, Sept. 17, and in
accordance with established custom
there will be special concerts by Conway’s Band in the Coliseum building
in the afternoon and again in the
On week days, Capt Conevening
way and his associates will play for
the races at the grandstand in the
afternoon and will appear every evening at the Horse Show
There will be musical attractions
other than Conway's Band, also. Services of two additional bands have
been engaged. There will be five orchestras and a score of junior musical organizations that are to compete
for special prizes offered by the Exposition management in a series of
contests that were announced recently.

Single

G to Race
At Eastern States

FOR SALE BY

L. A. PAUL, Belfast, Maine

Count-Results
SHINGLES
THE PIONEER

We have a luii line of shingles
in our yard on Primrose street

reasonable prices, delivered
without charges.

“Yes sir.”

Children Cry

“

FOR FLETCHER'S

OASTO

R I A

Monday, Wednesday and

/f
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Did You Smile
This

gripe.

morning

resolution has been

a

1

Morning?

*'A smile a day
Keeps the doctor away'*
Finest for sick headache, sour
stomach, bilious liver, constipa-

\
I
\«"r
\ ^d

Quick, don’t sicken
Take tonight for a

aches.

smile.

All Druggists

I thanThe
I «J

1

bad «t°»4ch
be

C
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upon the

11

the blood.
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pennane

right rem
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1

aid in casting
II Uningsol^-ri^lpcUonsl
and strengthen
V bodily function.
I <3 The
k wbo |
Urge
|
°ut
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W. L COOK.

number

isjStf 1
IpilRU-HAl
1 »*S2lS-4

Licensed Embalmer
License 377.

ttelfast,

Maine.

Special

|^BBnSSo«UOUlD
1

Tel. 61-3

»0L°

FOR SALE

SINCE 1882

WAN J ED
l and

Second

Brice, bec^nd Hand parloi

Ki r lien

Range

State price first letter.

Belfast, Maine

M

A

Dr

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Ihealre

Building

lELKPHi'M: 336-3

27tf

and kitchen btoves,

|

Charles R. Coombs j

J. A LISTIX McKF.EW

FINE HOME F03 SsLE
Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, 1-4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
Excellent summer or year round
office.
MAURICE W. LORD
dwelling.
tf4i
Hay ford Block, Belfast, Me

AUTOMOBILE

Liability,

For Sale Cheap

Nemo Hygienic-Fashion Institute
120 East 10th Su New York. Dep t M.

I

PL

Lou

Insurance

If your dealer can't pot it, tend actual
name, eddrttt end
SI. 00. We'll tend tie Circlet pro.
paid. Suet 34 to 40,

irj

yean knowcM Best, ZJtaX, AlwaysF

tft7

ORRIN J. DICKEY

The Circlet is mere thaa a Brasaiare. It's
Sclf-Adjutiof, aad (imply aiipi ever
the Acad, clasps at the waist and aaderam, aad sawetks eat agly liars.

Box 185,

We wish to inform the public that wi
are doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me

Undertaker

tvcRYW1>)C"

CHICHESTERSP|L^

Notice

At 72 Main Sheet, Belfast.

^

c

Undertaker

introduced in
Congressiona
Congress providing for
probe of the textile strike in New EngAutomobile
Fire,
land.
In these days of industrial unrest
effort to return to
on the
PYTHIAN BLOCK.
attendant
,Phone 316-3
something like normal conditions, if Congress is to be called upon to investigate
strikes there will be little else which
that body can accomplish. There have
been, and at present there are, strikes in
FOR CASH. Building lot 70x148, in
many industries. The textile industry is Brooks
Village. Town water and electric
hardly entitled to special consideration light service on street fronting lot. Inin the way of a Congressional investiga- quire of
tion.
6w35
H. H. HUTCHINSON.
A

9 to 11 o’clock A. M.

Friday.^

IcatarR1*!
W thesto»ac4

GOICANE 4k
SMILE IAXAHGI

mmMNC

Free For All

NO NEED OF THIS

STREET

Tel. 205

or

Entry Will Bear
Watching in $5,000

80 MAIN

MILTON B. HILLS

ted bowels.

Barefoot

CHIROPRACTOR

Georgia A. Davis

at

WHY ENRICO STOPPED FOOTING
In his earlier years Caruso used to play
the flute. One day a salesman tried to
induce him to buy a phonograph, and he
suggested to Caruso that he play hia flute
After hearing the
to, test the machine.
record, the flutest asked: “Is that what I
did?”

.32x4
33x4

to

CHILDREN’S

The crude petroleum of the United
States and Mexico is produced primarily
In 1921
to meet the demand of gasoline.
the domestic production of crude was
469,893,000 barrels and 125,000,000 bar-

imported from Mexico.

;
1

Record purses of $22,000 offered by
Frontier days have passed and so ! the
States Exposition
Mastern
in
has much of the romance of the old I
Springfield, Mass., for the fall race
who
have
are
those
there
but
west,
meet insure the best possible entries
maintained the traditions of pioneer
for the light harness •events, Monday,
Cowdays in rodeo and roundup.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
boys and cowgirls still ride the open afternoons. Sept. 18, 19, 20 and 21, on
Skill with the rope has not
range.
the half mile oval at the grandstand.
become a lost art and expert horseThe feature event will be the $5,000
manship is as necessary today as
free for ail nomination race on Monever.
day, Sept 18. Single G. the greatest
This year the Eastern States Exof all pacers is an entry and an opposition management in Springfield, ponent will be Dan Hedge wood star
Mass., Is bringing a touch of the Far of the Bay State Circuit this season
West into the more effete Ea3t. From
Nominations have been received also
Sept, 17 to 23, a complete Wild
for this event from the owners of
West exhibition will be staged dally
Northern Direct, Walter K„ Directum
at the grandstand in connection with
J„ Sanardo and Jimmy McKerron.
the races and outdoor evening show.
Another entrant that will be watched
for
Careless
personal
disregard
closely is Iskander, owned by John
safety and reckless ambition of cowMcGreggor. Isklander is entered for
boy and cowgirl combine to produce
the 2.15 pace of Sept. 20.
the most ingenious and rapid fire
Wonderful feats
stunts Imaginable.
DAY
of horsemanship, deft manipulation of
the lariat, steer bulldogging, etc., are
but a few of the things done by TomEastern gfcrtcs Sets Aside 24 Hoars
For youngsters
my Kirnan and his associates for the
“tenderfoot.”
of
the
bewilderment
of
Tommy Kirnan who Is the star
Remember when you were a kid
the Wild West troupe is the kind of and attended the county fair? It was
who
rider
brings
a trick and fancy
the great day of the year. Something
home all the trophies. He reproduces
to be looking forward to in prospect
the things that have gained him his
and treasured In memory.
championship title and multitude of
Multiply that old county fair a hundredfold and add all tint modern
prlr.es.
His wife and partner, the famous ; entertainment methods have supplied
Bea Kirnan, is proud of her reputa- ! and the answer is the Eastern States
tion as one of the most spectacular ! Exposition at Springfield Mass.
and daring riders In the history of
And beet of all. one dn.v has been
Other stars of rodeo and
the range.
set aside for the children thernsclvee.
range who will be at the Exposition
It is Friday, Sep 22, Children's Day.
Include Ruth and Bryan Roach, Slim
For 12 hours thev will own the EastCalem
Caskey. Chester Byers, Bobby
ern States Mxuositlon.
and others.

Humphrey’s Homeopathic Medicine Co.,
156 William Street, New York.

were

|

Easterners

“Exactly as I played it?”
Isn’t, it wonderful?
Exactly, sir.
You’ll buy the phonograph?”
“No,” said Caruso, shuddering, “but
I’ll sell the flute.”—Boston Tra script.

rels

L

sfam on the part of the public con-'
tinues the reputation of Springfield'
as a real "horse town,”*although this\
New England community is far removed from the blue grass region.
This enthusiasm and the cordial reeeption accorded to exhibitors has
resulted in the building up in five
years of a horse show that rivals the
National Horse Show in New York.
Competition is keen, events are hotly
contested and favor of the audiences
that are numbered in the thousands
is sought eagerly.
It is the official
opening of the season for Western
New England society and the recurrent patronage that this premier event
of America has received is
proof
positive of the continued excellence of
the exhibition and the Interest of the

ed for Benefit of

of

Rev. Geo. Wfiolstemholm.

son

of general features are some of the attractions provided for public entertainment at the
1922 Eastern States Exposition in
Springfield, Mass., from Sept. 17 to
23 inclusive.
In the field covered by the stars of
footlights and big top, only headline
acts have been included.
Aerialists,
acrobats, wire walkers, tumblers—
skilled performers in every section
of the varieties, will be numbered on
the programs to be presented every
afternoon at the grandstand in conjunction with the races and every
evening as a part of the monster outdoor night show.
Thero are casting acts, balancing
acts, comedy numbers, and it wouldn’t
be a program that could possibly
please young and old without animals.
Therefore, there are dogs, ponies and
elephants, and just for good measure, clowns, with all their latest antics and funniest tricks.
Football is included this year for
the first time as a part of the ExpoOn Saturday mornsition offerings.
ing. Sept. 23, at 10.30 o’clock, Colby
and Springfield Colleges will line np
for their opening game of the season
on a
gridiron laid out on the infield
It will be the
oval of the race track.
annual clash between these two colleges and while it is their first game
of the year it is considered one of the
most important for both teams because of the rivalry that has been deacres

veloped.

to the upper hall

new Goodyear Cross-Rib Tread Cord Tire is built with
genuine high-grade long-staple cotton as a foundation.
It is liberally oversize—the 4%'ihch tire, for example,
measuring nearly 5 inches.
The deep, clean-cut, cog-like pattern of its tread affords
excellent traction even in snow and mud, engaging the road
like a cogwheel.

-—

er.

For Long Distance
The U. S.

Mrs.

Sept. 1st

Rival

a

The

FREEDOM

What tins country needs is not a new
birth of freedom, but the old-fasbionad
$2 lower berth.
What this country needs isn’t more
liberty, but less pepole who take liberties
Kith our liberty.
What this country needs is not a job
for every man, but a real man for every
job.
What this country needs isrr’t to get
the
more taxes from the people, but lor
people to get more from the taxes

Popular* Priced Cord Tire

A

Family Laxative

TRIMMING
Auto tops, curtains and cushions made and repaired. Slip
covers for all cars.
Special
Ford Sedan slip covers.

LORD & CO.
Tel. 343-3

FOR
NINE ROOM HOUSE in excellent
dition, 1-car garage, good tarn, fruit,
plenty of applea. Cuta hay for two cows
and two horaee. A pretty location, beet
of neighbora. Shaded with maple trees
and near a large lake. Deal direct with
owner.

^

3w36*

Apply

to

H. D. BRADS TREET,
Box 3, Liberty, u*1**

Is Your Blood Good

*

Watery?

or Thin and
Yon can tell hr the war ynn feel.
Yon need Hoodft f*ar-#]>an!la to
make yonr bM rich, ml and pare,
for Km nrgan.
ting ing withfthealth
if weak and fared dev
Tot need
;♦ if yoor tppetitf- iIn and dav

P'r

*H

hnrr.oae.

n,.r.

bn;.:.

emptlvDi,

f
ecrofoia.

nervous
h«a<i.i
wonderful
It i
prrtrii: m
*
» vonr whole body.
to fim *trr-tigth
It U agreeable. f «wnnt and con
venient to take, and embodies a
long-tried and (onrid-tnit f< irmnta.
■

rbeurnal

Bradbury

Memorial

Hospital

Drive

Tr<e executive- committee, Normsn H.
White Jr., of Brook ine. Mss*., and Northport, chairman; Mr». Eons A Bradbory
and James H Howes of Belfast, have i»cued the following appeal for the 120.000
endownent fond attached to the names of
tbe large comm ttee already published:
Every mso, woman and child living in
Waldo County should be intensely interesed in the Bradbury Memorial Hospital
which will be opened on or about Oct. 1,
This institution
1922, at Belfast, Maine
has been made possible t.y varous public
•pinted and generous citizens from Belfast
and elsewhere and is an institution which
for all time will fulfill a most vital need in
time of sickness for every man, woman
and child in Waldo County
The following facts cannot help but be
of the greatest interest to you
First: Tbe institution is made possible
by the donations of a number of people
and is non-sectarian and non-political
Second: It is in tbe hands ol most
honorable and capable trustees and their
place in case of death or resignation must
be filled by tbe Supreme Court of the State
of Maine.
Third: It it to be msnsged by Ur. Lugene D. Tapley of Belfast, whose name is
well known through the State.
Fourth: It ia sanctioned, endorsed and
supported by peraons in every walk in life
wbo have the foresight and wisdom to
realize the value of such a great public necessity.
Fifth: Any town in Wa.do County, for
not more than 1700a year, canma.ntain a
free bed every day in the year for some
sufferer. This can be accomplished by an
endowment from the Town or by an annual payment.
Sixth: The hospital is to have an extra ward which will not be used except in
case of great public calamity, such as fire,
flood, train wreck, automobile accident or
any other unforeseen disaster.
Seventh: There will be a maternity
ward for confinement cases for those perao is wbo desire attention at rales which
are commensurate witn other institutions
of this kind.
Eighth: There will be other wards for
surgical caaes where persons living either
in Belfast or outside of Belfast may receive the very beat surgical treatment..
Ninth: There will be a competent staff
of nurses in attendance at a cost not
greater than that in other institutions.
Tenth: A consulting staff of surgeons,
physicians and specialists from various
parts of tbe Country is now being organized and the announcement of their names
will be made later
Surgeons or doctors desiring to enter
cases for treatment may do so only witn
the approval of the physician in charge.
This is clearly necessary for the public interest and welfare and also is necessary
for the preservation of the reputation of
an institution of this character
Finally: The fo'lowing points show
briefly the high standard and the care
with which the hospital will be equipped,
An X-ray room, modern in every
1.

appointment.
2.

Rad um, and

the proper

use

of the

same.

An operating room, unsurpassed in
3
every facility.
A sterilizing room which is absolute4
ly a vital necessity in every modern hos-

pital.
5.

A modern diet kitchen of the finest

type.

An elevator for convenience of pa6.
t euts and doctois
7
A nursing staff of the very best

trained nurses.
All rooms most excellently lighted
8
both nigbt and day.
a fine location on one of the most
<j
beautiful streets of Belfast with delightful surroundings
All of these things cannot be sustained
without your support. Are you interested?
What can you do to show this interest?
What sacrifice will you make against the
day when you and yours may need juat
this institution »nd its equipment?
It makes no difference whether you are
rich or poor, you ought to be willing to
give in some capacity in order to help this
institution to be founded in such a manner
that from now on Waldo County may
hive and that you may have, the finest
possible modern hospital service, at reasonable coat
we, as a committee of persons in various walks of life, urge you to do your
utmost,—to give as much as you possibly
can to insure this institution. The following list of names assuredly will be of in-

terest.
Either subscriptions, large or small, en
dowments or gifts, may be sent to the
Trustees of the Bradbury Memorial Hoapital, Belfast, Maine, and will be gratefully acknowledged.
We feel sure that we may bear from
you with a moat liberal donation or agreement to give some annual subscription
A. M. Davis, a well known summer
reaident of Lincolnville, has given to the
boepital the sum of {1000 with the etipu
lation that it be used for the purpose of
placing the operating room on the top
floor instead of on the second floor as the
plans call for. If the sum is not sufficient to do the work Mr. Davia will supply the deficiency and if any remains of
the gift it will revert to the hospital general fund. The lighting facilities under
the new arrangement will be ideal with
direct light from very large windows and
reflectors installed. The nurses' sitting
room will probably be on the top floor of
the Cottrell house.
Mrs. McClyman of Massillon, Ohio,
who is a guest at the summer home of
Mr. and Mrs. Arvine Wales at Saturday
Cove has given the aum of {100 to the
hospital, and Will H. Young, a former
summer resident, has also given
that
amount
Norman H. White, Jr. who haa been
conducting the work of the drive, left
for Brookline Friday and contributions
will hereaftar be loft at the Waldo Truat
Co.
The aecood in the aeries of benefit
dances for tha Bradbury Memorial was
held at tha Swan Lake pavilion Monday
evening 'when a pleaaant and profitable

evening

was

reported.

Mrs. Frank

B.

Knowlton entertained

Tuesday, evening in honor of Mrs. WilReliam J. Colburn of Toledo, Ohio.
freshments were aerved after the game.
Mrs. George E. Gilchreet and Mrs. Wm.
B. Swan Were the prize winners.

'ihe Unitv Fair Successful

COUNTY HOSPITAL
DRIVE SUCCEEDING

WALDO

tlader

Mow
with

Management
Enthusiastic Helpers
Efficient

NEW FALL
Suits, Coats, Dresses,
Skirts and Millinery

and

Tbe opening meeting of the Waldo
County General Hospital Drive Friday
evening was fi td w th vim. encourageA com
ment and ardent enthusiasm
phmentary supper was furnished by tbe
Hospital Aid with Mrs. Elmer Small
Covers
chairman of tbe committee
the
were laid for about I2i including
special guests, the city and county teams
best
of
tbe
laden
with
The tabies were
food and were decorated with garden

FUR COATS

Raccoon,

good

and

the other
things
Now, some people may wonder
at the necessity of an elevator.
If you
have performed a very delicate operation
and the patient is moved on a stretcher
over a flight of stairs, a little movement
may undo all your work, and the patient
may be unnecessarily subjected to another
x-ray,

operation.
Mr
with

Kimball spoke of his experience
like work in Rockland and paid
high tribute to the National Service Associates of wh ch Mr Bard is president.
He said: “I cannot speak too heartily in
favor of the campaign which you have on
now for the Waldo County Hospital, and
I believe it will go over the top.
I know
you will win out and I believe that the
citizens will meet it witn ail the generosity that you can expect.” Mr. Kimball
also explained briefly the differences between a general ana a private hospital,
as they have foth in Rockland
Dr. Elmer Small, who has been personally interested in the Waldo County Hospital during its 21 years of existence, was
greeted with ardent applause when be
stood in response to his name.
He referred to the rapid growth in hospital
work in the past fifty years and said that
in bis opinion the next fifty was to see
an
equal advance. Hie Waldo County
Hospital has steadily grown and it is fulfi ling a great m
on.
It would be a
calamity to the c, jty if it should cease
to exist.
He th.nks it is the duty of
Waldo county to put
every citizen of
their hands deep into their pockets and
give all they can spare. The cause is
worthy of it.
i»r. O. S. \ ickery, chairman of the
county teams, expressed bis pleasure at
the large number of willing workers present and gave an encouraging report of
the county organization.
He had found
people enthusiastic and encouraging.
Frank I. Wilson of the trustees and
captain of one of the city teams, made a
witty speech that kept the crowd in an
In closing he
uproar from firBt to last.
challenged any team in the county to
meet his as be said his team had decided
to “raise 3,000 or bust.”
Mr. Bard said if other teams had a like
slogan the drive would be $99,000 instead
of $25,000.
He is most optimistic, encouraging, and has unbounded faith in
advertising. “It ia going to be your mission,” he said, “to tell the people about
the hospital, and to get them to talk
about it. I'll warrant you that in 10 years
there hasn’t been as much talk about the
hospital as there haa been in the last two
weeks.
W'e want to get people to talk
about it, and to give.
It : bould be one
of the dearest treasures in the life of your
whole county. This hospital ia yours and
you must make it yours during this cam-

paign

a

as never

before."

Alio on Friday evening, ■ confetti ball
was given in Dirigo Grange ball, Freedom, for the benefit of the hospital. This
ball was given under the auspices of
Isaac P. Griflies, who has the interests
Tozof the hospital very much in mind.
ier's singing orchestra furnished good
music and everyone entered into the
spirit of the occasion, and had the best
time imaginable.
Confetti and serpentines in many colors made a moat festive
picture, and the various numbers on the
program were interspersed between the
dancing. One of the last numbers on the
program was the "Lemon Waltz,” which
is similar to the "Cut-in,” whoever was
handed the lemon being obliged to give
up his partner and search out another.
The whole evening waa lull of interesting
surprises, and everybody felt very grateful to Mr. Griflies for a moat delightful
time. A program waa given by Belfast
talent, including vocal solos by Miss Charlotte Knowlton and several dances by Mias
Clara Hammons and Misa Helen Foater,
Mrs. Cecil Clay
in attractive costumes.
acted as accompanist Among the other
Belfast people who attended were: Mr.
and Mrs. Clay, Mias Helen Ham, Frank
R. Keene, Mr. and Mra. S. S. L. Shute,
Edward Cook, Mias Ava Burgess, Miaa
Mildred Thomas and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Maclnnes.
The Saturday night supper waa furnished by the ladies of the St. Francis of
Assisi church and the menu waa a most
delicious one with food in abundance, the
table decorations .being large bunches of
magnificent dahlias. Mias Margaret Havey was chairman of the committee in
charge. At the close of the aupper Miss
Martha M. Pendleton, one of the committee in charge, presented the treasurer
of the drive the sum of {20 in money
from membera of the pariah. Covers were
laid for forty-one. At the speaker's table were Mr. Bard, who presided; Lynwood B. Thompson, committee on initial
gifts, who gave an encouraging report;
Eugene R. Spear of the truateea, Dr.

Sawyer’s Beautiful Colored Photogranlu
Views ot

Nutting’s Famous Interiors
A LINE OF GREETING

H. J. Locke &

The Unity track record of 2 16 1 4 made
bv Mary Q in 1921 w as lowered by Amy,
driven by Harry Ridge of Haverhill,
Mass., which stepped the second heat of
the special race in 2 15 14

Special Race. Purse 3200
Amy, bh, by The Amateur, Ridge 1
Billy the Rabb.t, bm, D. Worthen 2
Time, 2 15 1 2, 2.15 1 4, 2 17.
2 30, Mixed.
Purse 3200
Hal J., big, by Abe J., East3

man,

1
2

U. S. ARMY COOKERS
Ideal for Cold Pack Canning.

111

12 3
Sterling, Henry Ciukey,
Peter Pan, bg, Cronin Webb, 2 3 2
Acme A bm. Wells,
4 4 4
Time, 2 19 1 4, 2.21 1-4, 2 20 1 4, 2.20 1

3
2

Northern Min, Gray,
Baroness Marjorie, bmi,

112

2

Richardson,
Golden Seal, chm, Harry

2

12

2

1

The dominant desire of a
or baa.
man’s heart is the power that moulds
him; hence the practical value of the
“Let the meditations of my
prayer.
heart be always acceptable in thy sight"
Here is indicated the constant source of
such living and such leading as the world
needs now. A man’s life equals bis belief. This source of excellent power,
then, is accessible to everyone. The
world is crying todsy for this kind of
leadership; all about ua are men and
aucb
women looking for examples of
lives.
A man’s belief i* what he is.
What he most believes that be moat
The texture of a piece of
practices.
goods is not changed by changing its
name.
A rose by any other name would
not only smell as sweet, but would remain precisely itself in every respect.
Belief and conduct are the root and the
flower of life. Let a building be as massive or beautiful or costly as it may, it is
The
no stronger than its foundations.
need of today in national affairs, as in
the sorely troubled industrial world, is
for men and women who lead because
the constant 'eeling of and desire for th

good

Electric Grills

2 25.

Sullivan, who has been
visiting her uncle, E P. Sullivan and
family the past week, has returned to her
Miss

home in

Nichols of Belfast. A new dining room
will be partitioned off, the laundry placed
in the basement and a new furnace will
Mr. and Mra. Ferguson
be installed.
in future seasons.
late
to
stay
plan
Dr. M. H. Ferguson and

bride, formerly Miss Olive |Leona Morrill, both of
Biddeford, are spending a week at the

Helen

Providence,

R. I

Mrs. T. B. McAllister and two daughters have arrived from Gardiner, Mass.,
to join Mr. McAllister, who is one of the
parties interested in building the chair

factory.

j

j

those who worship here.” The Sunday
School follows the morning service.
Every scholar is urged to be present.
Your teachers and classmates wait to
welcome you. You need the influence of
th Sunday school. Do not fail.
The world moves forward slowly beMen are
cause it laaks right leadership.
Great
what their leaders maxe them
examples are worth more to any people
Spirit governs, be it
than ail their laws.

$1.49, $1.65, $1.75

To be Sold

at

Rev.

E.

E. Longley of

Clinton

was

calling upon his parishioners last week !
and attended the mid-week prayer meeting. Services has been resumed at the
church after a tw'o weens' vacation.
Chester Eiwell and Mrs. Jennie Evans,
both formerly of
in

Skowhegan,

Burnham,
they

where

were
are

married

both

em-

Eiwell
have been recent visitors with relatives
here.

ployed, Sept. 3.

j

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Friends in town of Miss Athene Sayward were interested to learn of her marriage to Paul Mosher of Unity which
Mrs.
took place in Smithfield Aug. 31st.
Mosher is the only daughter of Mr. and

E. C. Sayward of the eastern part
member of the
class of 1919 at Maine Central Institute.
Mr. and Mrs. Mosher have many friends
in town who will wish them much happiMrs.

of the town and was a

ness.

Aprons. Trunks, Suit
Bags. Ladies'

Bags

and Purses.

•uTTrunks, Harnesses, Banna i
Suit
cases

repaired

wait.

while

m

Come in and look
'Ve shall be glad

r-verything
sented.

o\er our stock
to meet you
guaran eed assort-

S2 OO Each.
BELFAST LEATHER STORE

Electric Irons
The

36 Main Street, Belfast,
Me.,
HARRY MARTIN, Propnetot
Tel. 329-11

Highest Grade Made

fuiiuiiw!
Ma>' Orders

Tel. 55.

Everything

in

Hardware

V-----

Have you insured
your household
windstorm

and winter

prepared totak/ i
/f
Sweaters, Hosier l I
Underwear \B
Underwear made to measuivM
and

am

orders for

LADIES' HOSIERY ii>rd ac«n)-y
in? to any sample submitted.

HARRIET E. KNIGHT
Tel connection

135 Main St

I

NOTICE

policy
against loss by
lightning. Through

Your fire insurance

profire
this
and
agency you can also be protected' from all loss or damage
by cyclone, tornado or windtects you

storm.

Fire insurance and windstorm
insurance should be carried by
every careful property owner.
Misfortune comes in many
forms but there is no excuse
for loss without insurance. No
one can foretell when fire or
windstorm may destroy not
only your home but all your
personal property. There is
one way to be safe—by securing adequate protection. Don’t
delay in this matter. Call or
write.

ORRIN J, DICKEY
INSURANCE
MAINE.

SEARSMO.NT.

E. Stoddard
WILL RECEIVE

PIANO

(1
l

or

tornado?

Amy

fall
calalogusfl

T have received my

goods against

BELFAST,

Prof, and Mra. Trefethen (Mary Muzzey) with their daughter and sons True*
man and Joseph of Waterville, called on
old friends Sept. 7tb.

Robes. Steamer Rn?li

Cases. Traveling

ER IKIES

1

3 4 4 3 ro
Ciukey,
4
3 5 4 ro
Harry J., bg, Judkins,
Peter J., bg, Harry Ciukey, 5 5 3 ro
Arthur B., bg, Reynolds,
6 6 6 ro
Time, 2 24 1 4, 2 24 3-4, 2 22 1-4, 2 22 1 4,

j
|

of illness or distress where his service
may be helpful. The Sunday morning
service begins at 10-45; the aermon topic
for next Sunday will be, “Fundamentals
the
of Faith for the Modern Man;
Change of Emphasis in the Life of
Jesus." A cordisl invitation is extendHere let no man be stranger.
ed to all.
“Whosoever thou art that enterest this
church, leave it not without a prayer for
thyself, for him who ministers, and for

14 OUNCE

Purse $200

2 29 Class, Mixed.

bile
Storm

ro
4

Northern Star, bm, by The

theme is

The Federated Church, Rev. W.
F. Skerrye, minuter; residence 26 High
street; telephone, 86-4. Please do not
fail to telephone the minister of any case

Priced Low-

A Few Left.

Helen Sterling, bm, by Hal

Christian?”

ISORTHPORT

Son,

1
2

Louise R.

“How do I know that I am a
lowed them without avail for many
Last Sunday evening the
After a short wedding trip they
miles.
a
is
Christian”—
question waS: “What
returned to Unity, where the groom is
from the text “The disciples were called
in the High school,
Christians first at Antioch.” What is a teaching agriculture
where their home was already furChristian? What would your answer be? and
Mr. and
for their occupancy.
It is not enough to say that a Christian is nished
Mrs. Wood have a very large number of
one who is a church member, or church
friends who wish them happiness and
officer, or even minister of a church, for
Their gifts also indicate the
of many of such the Master will be re- prosperity.
Both
love and esteem of relatives, etc.
quired to say, "I never knew you.” Nor
from the B. H. S. in 1916 Ladoes the aoceptance of a creed or state- graduated
ter Mr. Wood taught in Montana, after
ment of belief qualify one to be called a
he passed the Civil Service exWhat is a Christian? The which
Christian.
miuations and assisted in the Belfast
disciples were called Christians first at
his vacations while a
Antioch
They thought to heap insults post office, during
Christ by ! student at the University of Maine, gradupon these humble followers of
uating last June. Until going to Unity
calling them Christians. They were given
he was connected with the extension
this name because these disciples by their
work of the U. of M. during the summer.
daily livea, their Bpirit, practice and ; The bride was the valedictorian of her
HowChrist.
of
folks
speech, reminded
class and graduated four years later from
simple. A Christi n is one who by his
Colby
College taking the highest rank
rehis
his
testimony,
spirit,
daily life,
her to a membership in
minds you of Christ. Our folks then at which entitled
Since then she has
our the Phi Beta Kappa.
in
associates
usiness,
our
home,
with unusual success in the Garfriends and neighbors ought to be able to taught
diner high school, resigning in June to be
see something of the beauty and blessedmarried.
At that time she was given
ness of Christ in us if we claim to be
several showers in Gardiner by the UniChristians.
versalist church, by the teachers, pupils
The mid-week service Thursday at 7.30.
and other friends. Several Belfast fuends
The loan of an excellent wireless outfit
entertained for her at the time of her enhas been made to the Boy Scouts of the
announcement.
church by Ralph Clifford. It will be set gagement
up in one of the small rooms of the church
and adapted to receive broadcast radio
messages. The business meeting of Troop
IV begins next week. The Rangers and
Tbe repair* on the Ferguson cottage at
all members of Troop IV are requested to
North Shore are in charge of Warren A.
be present at the class next Sunday.

CARDS

j

Clement of Belfast was
BURNHAM,
bridesmaid, wearing an attractive gown
of blue crepe and carried an arm bouquet
Supt. of schools, N. T. Gregoire of
The groom was Unity, was in town recently on business
of delicate pink gladioli.
I
Vaughan.
attended by the bride’s only brother,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Webendorfer of
People's Meth- John Franklin Waterman. Miss ClemMETHODIST CHL'RCH.
Pittsfield visited her parents, Mr. and
odist Church, Rev. Charles W Martin,
ent also arranged the decorations, which
Mrs. George Hoxie, Jast Thursday.
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; teleI he dining room
! were very pretty.
phone, 213.11. Sunday morning service
Mrs. Emma Fitzgerald has gone to
at 10.45.
Sunday school, 12 m. Evening where the wedding lunch was served
Prayer meeting this, was in yellow and white with mixed Haverhill, Mass., where she will visit
service at 7.30.
relatives and friends.
Thursday, evening at 7.30.
colors in the hall and adjoining rooms.
Edwarl McAllister, who has been rea
the
short
After
reception
ceremony
Rev.
the First Baptist Church.
for some time in Clinton, visited
Ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13 was held, followed by the lunch, when siding
Miss at his home place last week.
Cedar.
Telephone 123 11.
the bride cut the wedding cake.
The appointed services of this church Doris
Mrs. George Dyer, Jr., and sister, Mrs.
Shorey of Waldo, now a teacher in
—.-ill be held at 10 45 and 7 30 on Sunday
presided at the piano, and the Mattie Cleary of Pittsfield, visited relaKumford,
and
Chrisat
12
school
Bible
with
o'clock,
The mid- bride’s brother, with violin, furnished tives in Clinton last Thursday.
tian Endeavor Society at 6 30
week service Thursday evening at 7.30.
The
music during the refreshment hour.
Mrs. Kale Nash has returned to her
Pastor Sauer’s morning theme for Suni
bride’s going away gown was of blue home in Amherst, Mass., after a visit
! day is, “Will the Old Faith Stand?’’ and
They made with relatives and friends here and in
at ;he evening service the "Am I a Chris- | crepe with hat to blend
tian’’ series will be continued and the their escape b> auto, although a few fol- Pittsfield
Miss

The first service after the summer vacation will be held at the Univeraaiist
church Sunday morning, Oct, 1st, w th
the pastor, Rev. William
sermon by

*

Harbor and

Bar

Wednesday’s Races

Lodge;

an

""I

-^PICTURES &

4
5 6 ro
1 4, 2 21 1-2, 2 22 1-2, 2 23 1 2.
Green Race, Half Mile. Purse 350
115 1
Billy Todd, bg, Walton.
Grace Conway, bm, G. Rey4 5 13
nolds,
2 2 4 2
Peanut, bg, Wells,
3 2 4
3
Noah Wilkes, bg, Pillabury,
leddy Bowman, bg. W. Rey5 4 3 5
nolds,
Time, 1 12, 1 14, 1.17.

wid^I Bisbed

practically impossible

•'

•'

Clukey,
Time, 2.21

j

Watches]

both American and Swiss, Gold Filled and 14k
Goy

You can catch trains by. SETH THOMAS CLOCK'S
are
dependable time-keepers, built for accuracy
a
centun- and backed by the guarantee of the r
A
er. as w,
as by
ourselves.__

111
2
16 5 4
3 2 2 2
6 2 4 5
5 4 3 ro

Richardson,

Harold Todd, bg. Ridge,
Tost Boy, bg, Walton,
Weather Man, bg, Eastman,
Major D., big. Staples,
Stevie Guy, bg, McKusick-

Mink,

Ladies’ Wrist

*5:CL0CKS:€-

Alvy Coffman, brg, by Martano,

NEW YORK GARMENT STORE

work without

j

the manage-

to

Tuesday's Races
Purse 3200
MS Mixed
\my, him, by the Amateur, Ridge I 1 I
2 2 2
Eister Azof! bm, Richardson,
3 3 3
Bolain, gg, Webb,
<44
Littie Patchen, bg. Wells,
Time, M7 1 4, 2.17 12, 2 18 14
Purse 3200
2.14 Class.

At toe speakers tabe were chairmtn
C Bvneli, Mayor C. W. W eacott, E
Tnayer K mbai. of Rockland, Dr. Elmer
Steal, Rev. Wm F. Skerrye, Edward
Evans, chairman of tbe Trustees, Dr E
M. spear of Rockland and S. M. Bard of
Hudson
New York, the campaign director.
Mr Buzzell presided and Mr Skerrye
Marmot and Silk Plushes.
Mr. Evana was the firs’,
offered prayer.
speaker sod he gave a brief synopsis of
of
the drive, the needs of
tbe necessity
the institution, told of the exc ;llent care
it gave him at the time of his accident
some years ago, the urgent
need of the
Tel. 228-5
Main St , Belfast.
hospital as it is today, especially in charIn cloeing he
ity and accident cases.
said: “If we could cohect a good round
•urn of everyone who comes into that institution we could make it pay its bills,
Eternal Presence ia leading them.
We
Vickery of the county comm ttee, Ralph
but it hsa been the practice of the manawaste time in wondering what we can do
A Bramhall, treaaurer, and H C. Buzgement that when anybody met with an
zed of the general committee, who cal.ed to help. We can faithfully strive to so
accident or were sick or in distress, to
Mr. Bard has present- live that others shall find life fairer bethe roll of team*
take them regardless of the fact as to
cause of us.
None so humble he cannot
ed the drive with two beaut.fu. silk banwhether they could pay or not.
Under
the Stars and Stripes, mounted on make this attempt; none so wise or
those conditions tne hospital has fallen ners,
In Plato’s
de- great he can attempt more
a standard, to be given and held,until
behind, and it seemed to the board that
the the team which reports ‘‘Republic’’ the statesman is he who
if the whole people of this county coulJ feated, by
seeks, above all things else, to “nourish
the largest amount of money co'lected
realize what s benefit to the commumty
It is this kind of
Mrs. Cecil Clay’s team reported the larg- the souls of men
this institution is, and that if it is to be
leadership, this kind of life, of which tbe
est amount in a total ol $2021
need.
continued, they must help, and that rs
stands in sorest
present time
Im of the Method! t church fur- What
what we are trying to do. Vte
^ |
will you and I do about it?
night
a delicious supper Tuesdi>
bring the needs of this institution home
E E. Roderto the minds of every citizen of Waldo under the direction of Mrs.
WOOD-W’AlERMAN
E F. Bramhall. Covers
county, and if they want it to endure ick and Mrs.
Mrs. Cecil
were laid for 100 workers.
they must sid us as much as possible.”
Another Belfast High school romance
teams shared
Dr. Spear, who is well acquainted with Clay’s and Joseph Muiiin’s
silk flags culminated in marriage last
Thursday'
the work of the Knox Hospital and has honors in the possession of the
The
amounts
been in touch with the affairs at the for securing the largest
when Miss Marian Roberta, only daughMrs M. O.
wag $4000.
total
reported
most
Waldo County Hospital spoke
encontralto ter of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Waterman,
Of its Dickey sang two very pleas.ng
couragingly of its management
the regu.ar pro- became the bride of Charles Wesley, son
needs be said in part:
“It is impossi- soios as an innovation to
I. O. O. of Charles F. Wood of Belfast The cereAurora Rebekah
ble to carry on without such equip- gram
ment.
This applies to the general hos- F., furnished the supper \tednesiay mony took place at the Waterman home
of the Baptist church
pital as well as to the private hospital. night; the ladies
and on the Tufts road at 2 p. m when Rev.
Tne poor persons must receive the same w li furnish the supper for Thursday
ladies will MiloG. Folsom of the Gardiner Uaiverattention as the millionaires
In order to the Federated anti Ep.scopal
of the drive salist church officiated with the double
do this you must have a large amount of provide the closing supper
Tne staff freely gives their time Friday night.
money.
ring service. Mrs. Folsom played Lohenand ability, audut is the duty to the peogrin’s wedding march. I he bride was
ple to see that the hospital is thoroughly
gowned in a becoming and simple dress
THE CHURCHES
I have operated in the Waldo
equipped
of white crepe de chene with rose trimCounty Hospital a number of times, and
the equipment is very good, but there are
of same and ribbon
garniture.
The last regular meeting of the season mings
a few things that are necessary, a-, x-ray
She carried a shower bouquet of small
was held at the St. Margaret’s Episcopal
a
machine,
laboratory and an elevator.
white flowers and maiden hair ferns.
chapel last Sunday.
It is
to do

Seal,

encouraging

ME?1
Hamilton

Waltham, E gin. Illinois,

ment.

H

Marmot,

most

were

We are receiving new fall models even' day. The
season’s newest and most popular styles are here
waiting vour inspection. We have a big line of

flowers

^WATCHES FOR

Tuesday was the best dsy of the entire
with Wednesday a close second.
There were thirty-three fine horses in
the stables, many of them winners in the
fairs held in the cities. J H Farweii of
Unity was the starter and knows the
The crowds present
game to a finish.

season

PUPILS

This is to give otice tint I have bought
the Franli Davis shoe repair ng shop ovg
Darby's pool room ami solicit the patronage of both new ami old customers.

FRED E. ELETCMER.
2sr36*

WANTEDJ

To buy any publication of the Chrintinn
Science Publishing Co
Scienct ui
Health preferred.
J D. GLYNN,
Dealer in S cond Hand Eookt
1(9 Huntington Ave., Boston, Ns

For Sale
Ice and
Inquire of
3w36*

Laths.

J. F. BKY'ANT,
Thorndike R. F

Furniture
FOR 8ALE
at 49 High Street

TO

LET^

One-half of house at 33 Church
All modern conveniences and vers®
inquire on premises or telephone

At the regular meeting of Rosewood
Camp Ground. They were married at Chapter, O. E. S., Friday evening, Sept. at her new itud o, 23 High St. Tel. 143-12
the residence of the officiating clergy- 22nd, there will be work, aftei which rebe served.
man, Rev. William T. Skerrye of the freshments will
Belfast Federated church, last Friday
The grammar and
primary schools
fw*
The annual meeting of tbe association
Materia’, for ladies’ wear direct
opened Aug. 28th, with Miss Elizabeth of the Belfast Home for Aged Women
evening.
and men
Write
for
sample
factory.
Hills and|Mrs Etta Marriner as teachers.
Ralph L. Flanders of Brookline, M The high school {opened this week with will be held at the home of the society garment planned.
Tuesday, October,3, at 7.30 p. m., for the
F. A. PACKARD,
Burton
and
Barenson of Boston
Lindsey, Mr. Maynard of Morrill as teacher.
election of oflicers and the transaction of
3m36
Box B, Camdeu, Mai"*'
chauffeur, who were injured Saturday
business
that
Mr. James Googins celebrated his 86th any
may come before tbe
night when the Flan lers car went off the birthday Sept. 7th. He has just com- meeting Per order.
DR.
ELMER
a
buffet
for Mr and
very pretty
SMALL, President. |
road in the detour on Stillwater avenue, pleted
Mrs. Paul Thomas besides caring for his
near
Bangor, are now in town here.
garden and harvesting his potato crop.
cori*^
Their injuries were of a minor nature
Dry summer wood at S3.50 per
Mr. Milbury Hunt with Mr. and Mrs.
and they were taken to the Eastern
fitted. Fitted hard wood S14.
Henry Ladd, motored to Lowell, Mass.,
Maine General Hospital for first aid.
A TENEMENT OF FIVE ROOMS, .1
last week and on their return home
a RPOWN.
Mrs. W. Morris Deisher of North Shore Thursday were accompanied by Mr. with all modern improvements. Inquire
THE WAYSIDE TEA HOUSE.
baa been entertaining her aunt, Miss Hunt’s mother, Mrs. Annette Hunt, who at
had been visiting relatives there for some
Annie Mudgett, her cousins, Mr. and time.
and
also
Mrs. Walter A. Decrow,
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Hunt were given
Postmaster and Mrs. Austin W. Keating a very pleasant surprise Monday noon.
A CAPABLE WOMAN for genera
and
Deisher
Mrs.
week.
Sept. 7th, when an auto party of friends housework.
during the past
Apply to
Mra. Keating entertained at auction last came to the door of their pretty home.
MRS. WM. M. RANDALL,
The guests were Mr. Hunt’s nephew, Mr.
won
were
the
by
when
tf37
prizes
2d
Church Street, Belfast.
Wednesday
and Mrs. Ernest Spear, Mr. and Mrs.
FOR SALE
Mrs. Vaughan Hamilton and Miaa Frances Brown, Mr. Berry and daughter, all of
Street,
51
Flanders of Brookline, Maaa., and Mra. J. Gardiner, Dr. Haywood, a retired eye
A. Seger of Milwaukee, Wis. The other and ear specialist of New York, Mr. and
2w36*__-*
Mra. Morton of Cheatm t Hill, Boston.
guests were: Mra. Eugene L. Stevens of
WANTED
Belfast, Mrs. James D. Mortimer of New
D. F. STEHENSON,
Inquire of
York and her house guest; Mr*. Ralph
tf37
74 Main Street, Belfast.
ACT
L. Flandera, Mr*. Richard E. Stevens,
Brookline; Mr*. J. W. Turner, Brighton;
For Infants and Children
* “
tillage, good pasture, large
ubl,
Mrs. G. F. Harriman, New York; Mrs.
trees; house four roomsin eomf"^ fctt
For
Over
In
30
Use
Years
Mrs.
Emily
Charles H. Glaater, Bangor;
Barn 30i36
new cellar wall.
buiidj°^
Always bears ^-0
S. Sargent, Mrs. C. B. Roberts, Brighton;
, —
Mra. T. P. Lennan, Joplin, Mo.; Mi s
of
Caroline Perrine, New York; Mr*. Eugene
J. G. CLEMENT,
R. Conners, Northport.
Tel. 21-11.
R. D. 2, Morrill, Me.
3w37

NOTICE

Woolens

Wood for Sale

TO

LET

Belfast,M*1

WANTED

HOUSEKEEPER

Bridge

Belfr*

Two Hundred Dollar8

QUICKLY.

CASTOR IA

WANTED

Signature

150 Pullets.

eotrajsssss.'MraiS
rsljjjj

Dr. Jerry Ferguson and family of New
York are guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Durham and othe r rtlativ

When We Advertise
Our Made-to-Measure Clothes

Steam"r

as

everything that’s

)

worth

Miss Agnes Blanchard and Miss Helen
Rolerson, graduates of the Belfast High

the Waldo I
County General Hospital last Monday for
a course of training.

school

knowing.

means

1

service,

o w

fracture his left arm.

DAVIS

lad,

Downs, Union street, who
seriously ill, is gaining.

B. H. S. class ot 1921

autoed to

Unity last Saturday and held their first

A picnic supper was
C A Paul advertises autos, etc., for annual reunion.
•
served at 6 p m. and the evening spent
sale at his garage.
*n dancing.
Amy E. Stoddard wants piano pupils.
The
Ladies’
Aid of the Methodist
See notice of annual meeting of the
association of Belfast Home for Aged church will have one ot their popular
Women.
public suppers in their vestry the last
week in September, the date to be anC. C. Rogers advertises cord wood.
The Colonial Theatre published picture nounced later.
program for the week.
After the left over articles of the fancy
The New York Garment Store adver- work table, etc., have been sold and th;
tises new fall suits, coats, dresses, etc.
small contributions received the total reWood’s Market offers week-end specials ceipts of the Girls’ Home lawn party
Alonzo P. Richards, Farmington, offers
for sale.
D. F. Stephenson advertises his famous
salted peanuts, etc.; also waits house-

place

keeper.
J. G. Clement, Morrill, wants pullets.
Mrs. W. J. Glidden offers dog kennel
for sale.
The Dinsmore Store advertises men’s
shoes at $2 95.
E. K.. urier & Co. adver’ises new fall
and winter millinery.
Mrs. L. A. Brown wants woman to
help in light housework.
See advt. of parlor stove for sile.
N. M. Staples has cows for sale.
See advt. of tenement to let.
See advt. of furnished rooms wanted.

Fred D. Jones advertises the Edison recreation of music.
H. W. Healey offers ice cream business.

amount to $362.65.
The Election Locally.

There

was

little enthusiasm in the weeks preceding
the election, but both of the gubernational
candidates had been here with
district and county support.

national,
On

the

whole there were small audiences at the

rallies, which

men

of experience ir. like

situations attribute to the fact that party
organizations will not dictate the votes
of the future elections.
thusiastic

workers

Monday the

were

Baptist Boy Scout,

a

a

en-

conspicuously

few and the victory recorded in this section could, according to the opinion of
one of that party’s candidates, have been
easily doubled with a little effort. See

the itemized returns.

At the special meeting of theTravellers'
Club held at the home o' Misses Maud E
and Mabel R. Matthews Thursday afternoon Miss Florence E. Dunton was elected
vice president to fill the vacancy caused
by the resignation of Miss Grace H. Hall,
who recently went to Rumford in charge
of the public library.

noted

singers and the instrumental performances of great
bands, orchestras, violinists, etc,, with a reality that
breathes the living presence of the artists themselves.
They

are

different from talking machine
true representations of vocal and inare

produced by living

artists.

They

are

The special feature of this wonderful instrument is of
the diamond point. It is ground and polished by

course

and fits the groove in the Edison Re-Creadisc perfectly, bringing out all the delicate overtones
which are so essential in good music.
Before buying a phonograph come in and let us show
you the Edison Diamond Disc Phonograph. You will like it.

expert^workmen
tion

FREE CONCERT SATURDAY EVENINGS.
Yours

COMEDY

PaTHE REVIEW

Tuesday, September

15

19

CONWAY TEARLE
—IN—

FASCINATION.”

“A Wide

Open Town**

An action picture full of adven-

ish passion.

ture, thrills and

PATHE NEWS

romance.

CO HEDY

PA THE.

.-

Saturday, September

We had three men come in last week and inquire
for a pair of shoes like “so and so’’ got for TWO

GLORIA

easily

Wednesday, September

SWANSON

20

8HIRLEY MASON in

DAVID POWiLL anil WALTER HEIRS

Don’t blame them 'for we are selling values in
Men’s Shoes for TWO NINElY-FIVE that are
worth from

16

SUPPORTED BY

NINETY-FIVE.

a

third to

a

half

"JACKIE”

—IN—
The story of

“HER GILDED CAGE”

more.

No secret about it.
Merely our ability to use
quantities. This week a lot of high grade Working Shoes for the same money. Better look them
over in our High Street Window.

1

a

waif who rote to fame.

HEWS

MAKIN0 MOVIES.

NEWS

NOBINSON CRUSOE.

OOLOWIAL

SEE’EM FIRST ATTHE

truly,

FRED D. JONES, Belfast, Maine

See the NEW
Miss Nellie A. Danforth of Troy died in

Election

Belfast Sunday at the age of 48 years.
She was born in Troy, the daughter of
Otis and Nora E
funeral and burial.

street last Thursday afternoon entertaining her B. H. S. classmates and a few

mont retnrned from Calais

her

remains were

Results

in

Brief.

As the Journal goes to press, the election returns show, with returns lacking i
from 44 small precincts, that Governor t
Baxter has a majority of 28,671 and Senator Hale a majority of 26,392.
All the
Republican Representatives in Congress
were elected.
Mr. Beedy of the First
Dist. having a majority of about 10,000,
Mr. White of the Second Dist., has about
4 000, Mr. Nelson of the Third Dist. about
9,000, and Mr. Hersey of the Fourth j
Dist. about 6,009
The Democrats elect- j
ed three state senators and 55 represents*
tives to the legislature.
Two years ago
the Democrats elected no senators and
only 16 representatives. One Republican
woman, Mrs. Dora P. Pinkham, of Fort |
Kent was elected as representative to the |
legislature. Miss Nettie P. Burleigh of the j
Winslow class in Kennebec county was
defeated bv a majority of 16 votes. In i
the entire state the Democrats increased j
their vote about 4,000 over that of two
years ago and the Republican vote fell
off about 31,000
There was little political enthusiasm manifested by either party
during the campaign.

(Gerry) Danforth, and
taken to Troy for the

Miss Hope Dorman gave a three-table
auction party at her home on Church

Deputy Sheriff Frank Cooper of SearsWednesday,
other friends.
The first prize was won
accompanied by Frank Maher, who had
by Miss Katherine Kelley of St. Paul, completed a State prison sentence in the
Minn., and the consolation went to Miss
He is wanted here for the alspring

leged larceny of a watch and other arEugene R.
Conner, who recently ticles from Byron Conner of Unity,where
j
bought the Elwell estate in East North- he had been employed; also for the alport sold his present residence on the leged forging of Mr. Conner’s name on a
State road in Northport Monday to J. K.. .chrck at the City National Bank.
Dennett and his son-in-law, Harry E.
Mrs. Nellie Bangs of Tewksbury, Mass
Pierce.
Mr. and Mrs. Conner will move
formerly of Belfast, is spending two
to East Northport about the middle of
weeks at her cottage at Windermere
October when Mr and Mrs. Dennett and
Park, Unity. She entertained the folMr. and Mrs. Pierce will move to their
lowing last Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
new home.
Payson and Augustus Payson of Brooks,
Mrs. Mary C. Fessenden and Mrs. Car- Mrs. Harry Weymouth and daughter
rie C. Pendleton entertained a four table Dorothy of Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Arauction party at the home of Mr. Fred thur W. Coombs, daughter Madeline and
MOKKILL.
Philbrick, Cedar street, last Wednesday Leland Small of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs.
Florence Cro3s goes to Iher school in
The prize winners were Mrs. Will R ch and Irving Rich of Searsport,
afternoon.
Albert M. Carter, Miss E. Frances Chase Mr. and Mrs. Wm. L. Nash of Montvilie, Milton, Mass., this week,
The hostesses Mrs. Ashby Nash, daughter Beverly,
and Mrs. Fred T. Chase.
j Mr. and Mrs. James Mears are stopping
were assisted in serving refreshments by
Norman Nish, Albert Fairbrother and for a few days at their Belmont home.
I
Mrs. Philbrick and Mrs. H H. Hollings- M try McKinnon of Tewksbury.
Eleven from this place attendee Pomona
head. It was a most enjoyable afternoon
Mrs. Wm. S. Simpson of Fairfield is ! meeting at Freedom last Tuesday and reE. 1 ported large attendance and a
great meetThe Passagassawaukeag
Camp Fire spending the wreek with Mrs. Horace
of ing.
*
Girls of the Baptist Church were very McDonald and was the special guest
home
Lester Merrithew,
we
successful in completely surprising their the Election Club at the McDonald
are
to

day.
Orrin J. Dickey, real estate and insurance, has sold for Mrs. Grace M. Coggins
of Hampden Highlands, her farm in Liu-

colnville, to Mrs. Alice M. Phillips of
Boston, Mass.; for Frank M. Tibado of
this city, his residence at East Nortbport
to Charles T. Mahoney of East Northport; two acres of land on Wight street
for Mrs. Sarah Wight Peteraon of Boston,
Mass to Ernest Rumney of this city; for
Mrs. Margaret P. Wood, Her residence on
Vine street to to James Fairbrother of this
city; for Herbert M. Carr of this city, his
residence on Vine street to Margaret P.
Wood; for W. E. Condon of Oxnard,
Calif., his summer cottage at the foot of
Condon street to Mrs. Nellie M. Sheldon
of this city; for Parker Young of Lincolnville, his cottage at Nortbport to Alice
Sherman of Bangor.

things

at THE OLD STORE

White and Green Gold
Watches and Jewelry
Rollem Garters, Sport Chains; Margarita and Sally Bracelets
Cloisonne Enamels.

■

Katherine Kittredge.

OF ALL TIME

“records.”

It, It

A tale of New York’* Underworld.

STANLEY II AFRICA

COMEDY.

good pupil

The Supreme Musical Instrument

strumental music as
not mere shadows.

setting

beauty.

A romance of Yankee pep and Span-

fine little

Teasle,” the handsome bull dog belonging to Mrs. Adelbert Millett and
missing for the past three months, arrived by express Monday noon from
One of the largest crowds that ever j
Havre de Grace, Md.
Mrs. Millett has
Reid
Wallace
the
Colonial
graced
greeted
written on an average a letter weekly
and Bebe Daniels in “Nice People” Satin search of her pet located with the guardian,Mrs. Fred M. Bailey, at her home
urday. Over 1200 people saw one of the j
Main circus, which was in the city the on upper Main street last Wednesday
!
best pictures that Paramount has ever reday he disappeared. City Marshal M. R. evening, the anniversary of her birthday.
leased.
Knowlton received an anonymous letter The girls provided ice cream and cake also
Emma White Banker Tent, D. of V.
be treastating that a dog taken from Belfast several personal gifts which will
will hold a special meeting for rehearsal was
held by a party working for the sured by their guardian, who is very ponext Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock. All
pular with them and who gives unsparing
circus. Then began the search that ended
members are requested to be present.
Teasle was glad to get of her time and energy for their instruc
successfully.
On Wednesday evening, Sept. 20, this
for their pleahome, as he was rather the worse for his tion in the craft and also
tent will entertain Mary Todd Lincoln
was a very happy one
long trip and evident homesickness. A sure. The evening
Tent of Bangor.
veterinarian was called and the poor little for all concerned.
Many of the pictures that are being fellow is making up lost sleep at home,
The certificate of incorporation of the
shown this week at the Colonial are benew fair association has been received at
AT THE CITY PARK..
Although the
ing shown in the larger theatres of BosRegistry of Deeds: The
is the Waldo County
season for regular summer visitors
these
are
Loew’s
Orton; notably among
and Penobscot Agricultural SocieWaldo
auto parties will evipheum showing “While Satan Sleeps,” practically over,
to Belfast to hold a county
to use the City Park as ty, organized
Loew’s State, “Nice People,” Washing- dently continue
or local fair with all amusements, racing,
The
as
the weather holds good.
ton, "The Young Diana,” Gordon’s long
exhibitions, etc ; capital stock, $10,000,
have
registered during the
Strand, “Her Gilded Cage,” all of which fol.owing
all of which is common stock; nothing
week with caretaker, Fred Woods: Mr.
goes to show “that you can see them
par value of shares, $10; three
J. A. Whitman, Mr. and Mrs. paid in;
and
Mrs.
first at the Colonial.”
directors—President
shares subscribed;
H. A Whitman, Mr. C. H. Whitman,
Mrs. L. M. McKenney of this city Ins
and treasuer, Frederick M. Nickerson of
Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Shorey, Mrs. W. C.
received news of the marriage of her j
Frankfort; Fred W. Curtis of Belf ist, and
Mr. C. H. Leighton, Master
Shorey,
Elizabeth A. Nickerson of Swanville.
daughter. Miss Barbara McKenney, to Maine Gilman of
Pittsfield, Mass.; Mr.
William J. Irwin of Boston. The cereSt. George’s Agricultural Society will
Frank
SimAlbert
and Mrs.
Pomeroy,
mony took place in Cambridge, Sept.
fair and races on their grounds
mons, Mr. Dana Pomeroy, Miss Carrie hold their
2nd. The groom is in the garage business
Wednesday and Thursday,
Montville,
at
Roland
Pomeroy,
Pittsfield,
Pomeroy,
in Boston.
His briJe is a B. H. S. gradand 21st. $3000 will be
Mass.; Miss Dorothy Decrow, New York, September 20tb
uate, has been attending business college
and premiums. There
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Powers, Mr. and given in purses
in Boston and has many friends in Belin the following classes:
Mrs. Maurice Byers, Derby, Me.; C. A. will be races
fast, who wish her a happy and prosper2.27 trot,
Harriman and wife, H. A. Harriman, 2.18 trot, 2.15 pace, purse, $150;
ous wedded life.
Farmers’ race,
Ned Andrews, Mr. and Mrs P. B. Palmer, 2.24 pace, purse, $125;
2.12 pace, purse,
A Note or Warning. The commitMisses Pearl, Helen, Sara and Virginia purse, $50; 2.15, trot,
tee comprising the school districts in the
2.22 pace, purse $150; 2 10
2.25
trot,
NetNilson.
Susan
J.
$200;
Palmer, Bath, Me.;
union of Lincolnville, Northport, Morrill,
$125. Entries wil;
tie J. Nilson, Ethel Livermore, George trot, 2 37 pace, purse,
Belmont and Searsmont, have refused to
and
18
may be made
and
Mr.
September
close
Maas.;
Livermore, Waltham,
employ one applicant as teacher on the Mrs. A. B. Lamb, Miss E. F. Mills, Skow- until then with Frank H. Cooper, secreground that she wore “bobbed” hair. In
Maine.
hegan, Me.; Alden Sawyer, Roger Bond tary, Belfast,
rpeaking of the affair one citizen of Lin- of Boston, walking from Bangor to
Mr. and Mrs.
A GOLDEN Wedding.
colnville said: “It is something awful
Rockland, Bar Harbor back to Bangor; George W. Bartlett observed the 50th
the way the young women are acting
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dignaul and Miss
anniversary of their marriage at their
and something has got to be done about
Marian McMan, Miss Mabel ,Ramsdell,
comfortable home on Cedar street last
it. I agree with others that it should beLewiston, Me.; C. W. Walker, Miss
Many neighbors and friends
Friday.
gin in the schools. We don’t want rolled
and
Mr.
Charlotte Walker, Chicago, 111.;
to extend congratulations and best
called
stockings, bobbed hair and skirts up to Mrs. Bob Albright, Los Angeles, Calif.;
wishes and to leave an abundance of
the knees in our schools..’
Obie Smith, Unity, Me.
beautiful flowers and other gifts. They
were also the recipients of letters, post
cards, etc. George W. Bartlett and Miss
Bessie Chase of Swanville were married
Sept. 3, 1872 at the Methodist parsonage,
No. 7 Court street, when the pastor Rev.
William Brown officiated. Their married
life has been most loyal and congenial
and it is hoped that they may live to enThe medium that Re-Creates the voices of the world’s
joy many more happy returns of the

Edison Re-Creations

“

18

and one of The Journal’s best paper carriers.

Mrs. Willis

The

a

He is

“If You Believe
is 80.”

MAE MURRAY in

Carleton, the little son of Mr. and Mrs.
L. L. Robbins, had the misfortune to fall
last Saturday while playing ball and

tailoring.

rare

a

Friday, September

i

and Mrs. B. L. Aborn of Knox, who took
possession Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. Aborn
have relatives and many friends in Belfast, who are pleased to have them locate here.

all wool fabrics and the
very finest of

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

A love drama io

COMEDY.

The residence of the late R. T. Rankin
Upper High street, has been sold to Mr.

right

Diana”

Young

“The

j

THOMAS MEIGHAN

DAVIES in

MRAION

of

M. Lothrop and Norman A.
Read returned last Wednesday from a
very successful *nd enjoyable fishing trip
Id the vicinity of Ripogenus. Wilbur R.
Blodgett and Story Trundy made the trip
with them.

prices, unsurpassed values,

has been

entered

j

OOZY_

Monday, September

14

Thursday, September

Dr. Ansel

It

The News ot Belfast

June,

THEATRE

ALWAYS CLEAN AND

Harry Collamore and Carroll Fenwick,
two Lincolnville boys, swam across the
widest place in Pitcher Pond last Satur- |
day in 17 minutes, a distance about three
quarters of a mile.

MAVE IT
MADE TO
MEA/URE

BERT L.

last

COLONIAL

THE

TWO
NINETY
FIVE

Castine,

A
Capt.
Perry
Coombs, took a large party from Belfast
on the excursion to Castine last Sunday.
She will make an excursion to Camden
next Sunday.

“INTERNATIONAL”
We tell

1

j

Refreshments were
Monday evening.
served and the evening was spent with
auction, Mrs. Simpson and Mrs. H. H.
Carter being the prize winners. Mrs.
Simpson was the guest of Mrs. F. B.
Knowlton Tuesday night, of Mrs. Arthur
Ritchie on Wednesday of a luncheon by
Mrs. McDonald Thursday, by Mrs H. H.

FRED T. CHASE
25 Main Street

Telephone 34-11

(Established 1826)

To the Voters of Waldo

County \

I wish to take this opportunity to express my
thanks for the vote given me so voluntarily in
Monday’s election. I appreciate very much indeed
the vote of the people of everv town in the county
that of the people of the town of
and

j
;

especially

my

birth, Islesboro, and my home city.

In return for the confidence shown by your
ote I promise to handle the funds of the county

with care,

honesty and eflfieiency.
HERMAN H.

COOMBS,
County.

Treasurer of Waldo

sorry

learu,

is

quite poorly. Sabbath School
picnic on Herbert Wentworth’s grounds
Waldo Saturday, Sept. 16.
Schools in town opened last week, Mrs.
tieorge Dow teaches in the Cross neighborhood, Miss Jessie Young of Lincolnville teaching the Village Primary.

Mrs. Wm. H. Wilder and
Miss Mildred Sanborn
have returned from Boston, where thev

purchased

for the

Tilsoa Maynard of Texas, student at
Colby, who has been recently stopping
with his uncle and aunt, Rev. and Mrs.
Belfast friends of the groom have reNathan Hunt, -begins High School at
Willard
and
Mrs.
Mr.
from
cards
ceived
THE LAST WORD IN
I Searsmout this week.
Sparrow of Freedom announcing the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wolfendon and two
marriage of their daughter, Hazel Wil- |
children
of Lawrence, Mass., spent two
of
Wentworth
Charles
berta, to Fuller
weeks with his sister, Mrs. George ShelBelfast at Freedom on Tuesday, SeptWe invite you to call and see our models now ready for
! don recently, Mr. Wolfendon has just
The marriage is the result of a
12th
We also make hats in our workroom
finished
sixteen
service
in
the
years
your inspection.
Navy.
school romance. The bride is one of the
to please the most fastidious tastes.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ladies
in
Ralph
and
esteemed
Haywood
two
young
most highly
Freedom, is a graduate of the Farming- children who have been spending the
successful J summer with Mrs. Haywood’s parents,
ton Normal school and a
NORTH BELFAST
teacher. Mr. Wentworth has been em- Mr. and Mrs. Allen Daggett, returned to
their home in Waterbury, Conn., last
ployed in the City National Bank and
week.
Mrs. Sarah A. Hurd went to East
was for some time the treasurer of the
Austin Sheldon lost a valuable cow Corinth Saturday for the month of SepBelfast Savings Bank. He was in serMOVED TO
vice over seas in the World Wsr. They last week. She was all right when put in tember.
Mr. Ralph U. Russ and family and Mr.
are taking a trip in their auto and later the pasture in the morning but came up at
will come to Belfast. Both are the re- night with a little hole on each side of and Mrs. F. L. Bartlett made an auto trip
cipients of many congratulations and her body which looked like a bullet hole. to Winter Harbor last week.
Don’t forget Stephenson’s
She died the next day.
best wishes.
Kenneth Merriam went to University
Mrs
Waldo County Hospital.
of Maine Monday to assume his duties as
“THEODORA”
Instructor of Mechanical Engineering.
Lena Hoyt, who has been at the hospital
WE ALSO CARRY
the past three months for treatment, re- I
Mr. George U. Hatch of Greenfield.
It cost $3,000,000 and required 2 years
turned Wednesday to her home on Conspent Labor Day with his parents,
Mass.,
Olives, Sardines and
little daughter of in making and 25,000 people in the cast,
gress street.Muriel,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Hatch, returning
headed
Rita Jolivet. Settings of atone
of
Searsby
Le
Harold
Peanut Butter
May
Mrs.
Rev. and
home Tueiday with bia daughter, Betty.
last Thurs- ! and marble occupied a lot of 100,000
port was born at the hospital
of
Mrs. L. M. Dockbam and children
meters and were built£under the
day....Mrs. Edith Drury was discharged square
North Berwick spent two weeks’ vacaI
direction
of
Armando
architect
Braseni,
Tuesday much improved...Gertrude Trull,
Mr. and Mrs. Edto Water- I of the Vatican.
It dazzles the eye as a tion with her parents,
a surgical patient, returned
She was joined
of
Small
Mason
Etta
ward
recently.
Mrs.
ville Tuesday....
spectacle; words are too weak for its deFOR. SALE
Thorndike was admitted Tuesday for scription. And against such an
by her husband a few days last week
^mazing
medical treatment...Clarence Brown, a I
their home
to
returned
new dot house land yard,
when
they
Practically
is set the story of an empress
surgical pitient, expects to return to his background
been used very little. Suitable for henWednesday.
K
M.
today.Miss
who
sacrificed
Belmont
in
the
imperial
wealth
home
power,
j
house, or an excellent playhouse for chilDavey of Liberty, who recently fractur- of the world—who even loosed a horde
MRS. W. J. GLIDDEN,
dren.
ISLESBORO
ed a collar bone, is able to be out ...Miss of
Brown Cottage.
Tel. 245-3
hungry lions on thousands of her subhas
Florence Seekins, a graduate nurse,
I iects to save the man she loved.
returned from her vacation
The death of Miss Christiana Pendleton,
which occurred Sept. 10th at the home
of her sister, Mrs Alfred Hatch, at Dark

Carter Friday, Saturday they will be in
Northport and Sunday at Swan Lake.

E. K. BRIER COMPANY

Fall and Winter

j

Millinery

D. F. Stephenson

|

74 Main Street.

FamoDs Salted Feannts

|

Dog: Kennel

FOR SALE

DREAMLAND THEATRE
See ’Em at The Dreamland and Save

Thursday, September 14

Harold

“THEODORA”

GOLDWYN.

Lloyd Comedy.

Tuesday,

SEPTEMBER 18 and 19

“Held by the Enemy"
A BIG

Money

Monday and

The World’s Greatest

Spectacle

“THE TRAP’’

If you miss “Theodora” you may ai
well atop going to see motion pictures.
It coata S3,000,000 and required tw2 years to produce it.
25,000 PEOPLE IN THE CAST

COMEDY

Prices, 10c 17c—17c-25c

Friday. September 15

Saturday, September 16

W

ednesday, September 20

FRANK MAYO in

A PARAMOUNT

"Out of the Silent

MARION DAVIS IN

North”

"RESTLESS

SEX”

Harbor removed one of our most highly
esteemed and oldest members of a very
prominent family. She was a daughter
of the late Richmond H. and Nancy
(Watson) Pendleton, and a direct descendant of Willian Pendleton, one the first
aettlera of the town. Her niece, Mrs.
Edith M. Hitch of Utica, N. Y., haf
been at the home here since early spring
to care for her. Two siaters and two
two brothers—Mrs. Lydia J. Davis, Mrs.
Hatch, Capt. Nathan and George Pendleton of I ales boro survive, with a number
of nieces and nephewa.
The funeral waa
held Tuesday and the interment was in
the Isleaboro cemetery.

I AT

A BARGAIN

ICE CREAM BUSINESS, or everything pertaining to the manufacture of
ice cream, motor power freezer, ice breakAlao Ford Touring Car cheap.
er, etc.
H. W. HEALEY, BelfaaL
tfS7

For Sale
Four com and one registered
TeL
3 years old Jersey ML
M.
STAPLES,
N,

lw37_Belfast, Maine.
WANTED

A MIDDLE-AGED WOMAN to help
in doing light houaekeeping. Inquire ar
MRS. L. A BROWN,
Ernest Libby returned to his school write
7 Alto St.,|Belfaat, Me.
2w37
dutiea in Melrose, Mass., Sept. 10.

Parlor Stove
FOk SALE
In Pine Condition—Ten Dollars
13 CECAR STREET.

WANTED
4

or

bath;

5 furnished rooms, with
street floor. 1
Tel. 246-13.
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and you. will be
Sold

of

Correct Style
and utmost in wear.
by o p. Palmar an \ Owen Bros.

FRANKFORT.
Mil* Ethel Kendle his returned from
Northeast Harbor.
Master Carl Clegg is confined to the

Growing

Catarrh Is a local uis ase greatly Influcondition®.
enced
constituti nal
by
HALL’S CATARRH MEDICINE is a
Tonic, taken internally, and acts through
ous
m
the blood upon
th<
surfaces
of
the
svstem.
HALL’S CATVPRH
MEDICINE assists Nature in restoring
normal c ndltions.
All Druggists.
Circulars free.
>ledo. Ohio.
F. J. Cheney & Co

Transfers in Real Estate

PERHAPS SOMETIME.

which Roosevelt settled in 1902
The discouraging phase of the situation
is that we have made, as a people, so
little progress in the solution of the problem by equitable and judicial means.
Most serious minded people confess that
neither side alone—neither capital nor
labor—can be trusted to have its own
need for some
The
way, absolutely.
system of checks and balances is obvito
ous; some recognition of the two sides
the dispute. The working out of any
such plan we have not yet satisfactorily
accomplished. Nor dots the government
itself seem any less hopeless as an employer t an private agencies

Charles Proteas Steinmetz, the noted
engineer of Schenectady, N. Y ,in a newspaper interview recently,'in regard to the
world’s problems, made an interesting

1

Thewt-

Cherrfii

Mrs. John 1. Seekins is visiting her
mother in Krankfon.
Mrs. David Row? arrived Sept. 1 to
visit Mrs. George Knox.
Mr. Angus Holmes was called to East-

port recently*
1

on

a

business trip

Miss Charmion Frazer is installed as
of the regular operators at the telephone office.
oue

following transfers in real estate
Mrs. Carrie Hamlin, who his been subwere recorded-in the Waldo County Regstituting in the telephone office, opened
istry of Deeds for the week ending Sept. the school in Park Sept 5.
6. 1922:
Miss Jeannette Ladd of Haverhill,
Fred L' Chapin, Prospect, to Daniel H.
is the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
Mass
in
land
Prospect.
Harrman, do.;
Isaac Littlefield, lor two weeks
G. Coring Carver, I.ineolnville, to EmHenry and It-., -ird Littlefield have
ma Nickerson, do; land and buildings in
been trussing the Masonic block in order
Lincolnville.
to do away with the posts in the lower
Elmer H. Moore, Swanville, to Fred F.
room.
Palmer, Monroe; land in Swanville.
.V rs. Louise Hopkins will hold a milliJames H. Howes, Belfast, to Julia S.
nery opening from the stock of a well
land
and
Hamilton, Brookline, Mass.;
known Boston firm, Sept. 16th, in Hopbuildings in Northport.
kins’ block.
Eugene D. Tapley, Belfast, to Charles
Word was received Sept. 4 of the death
and
K. Coombs, Irving L. Perry
Joseph
and Mrs.
W.
B'aisdell, Trustees, do; land and of the babe r cently born to Mr.
Sympathy
Charles Snow of Richmond.
buildings in Belfast.
is exten led them.
Charles L White, Thorndike, to The
Mr. Charles Drew of Lowell arrived
Whiting Milk Companies, Charlestown,
Sept. 1 to join his wife, who has been the
Mass.; land in Thorndike.
of her sister, Mrs. William H. MorGeorge F. Black Belfast, et als, to Le- guest
for several weeks.
roy A. Webber, do; land and buildings in rison,
Belfast.
Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens of Belfast was
Zettie M. Cnnant, Winterport, to Geor- in town recently in the interest ot the
gia C. Duncan; land and buildings in Waldo County Hospital fund, being one
of tne leaders in the present "drive.”
Winterport.
Alfred T. Newhall, Belfast, to Lewis
Mr. Merrill Field of Somerville, Mass.,
Mayhew, do; land and buildings in Bel- arrived Sept. 1 to join his
] Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Field, parents,
fast.
at
his
Lewis Mayhew, Be.f st, to Melanie uncle’s, Mr. Chllord N. Fletcher’s.
Porrier, O.d Town; laud and buildings in
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Farren returned
Belfast.
j
recently from a motor trip extending
Eliza A. Howe, Bangor, to Frank B.
On the
from Rangeley to Cherry held.
Haggard, Hartford, Conn.; land and return trip they were accompanied by
j
Mrs.
buildings in Islesboro
| their daughter and husband, Mr. and
Sewall Lancaster, Searsport, to Eliza- J Fred Cameron.
beth L. Staples, Wmthrop, Mass.; laud
and buildings in Seaisport.
MUKKILL.
Sarah C. a id Fred D. Woodman, Winland
in
to
L.
no;
C'ol.-ou,
Manley
teiport,
Miss Zodie Weymouth recently passed
Winterport.
The

this.

Both administrations of Grover Cleveland were filled with labor troubles—perhaps the best remembered, because it
brought the President into such a degree
of responsibility, was the Pullman strike
of 1894, centering in Chicago. That was
a very serious affair w-hiJe it lasted.
We have had coal strikes before—notably that in the anthracite district

STOCKTON SPRINGS

CATARRH

Worse?

From the Boston Herald
In sp-.te of a:l we hear of in the in
creased power of organization in labor
rank*. and of the spread of radical tendencies, the strike itself as a form of
private war has become no more deadly
than it was half a century ago.
iherailroEC strikes of 1877 were serious
enough to win for themselves a
place in the school histories of the United
The roads attempted to lower
States.
the wages of the men as a part of the
post-war deflation. Most of the men refused to work, and some of them refused
They resisted the
to allow trains to run.
troops sent to protect the railroads, rioting in Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis and
Alter nearly two weeks of
other places.
general confusion the riots were oppressed. The worst of them all—that at
Pittsburgh, where the rioters controlled
the city for several days—cost nearly
one hundred lives, besides three mil.ion
Even the
dollars* worth of property.
Herrin massacre, witti ail its brutalities,
stands out no worse as a tragedy than
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forecast of what was possible in the future when congested populations made it
house with scarlet fever.
necessary to provide more land for habitaMr.
of
ia
the
Mrs. Cora Murphy
guest
He said it was postion and agriculture.
WE HAVE A FINE LINE OF
and Mrs. Freeman Grant.
sible to dredge and blast out Behring
so as to allow the warm Japan cur
Strait
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cochrane are the
rent which now circles the Pacific Ocean
guests of relatives in town.
to pass through and around the northern
t.iis could be
Mrs. Augusta Staples is spending a few coast of North America. If
done it would melt all the ice and snow
days with frienda in town.
of Canada and Alaska and give that terof a
Frank.Bradley and Grover Carr of Port- ritory as mild a climate as Europe
similar latitude and which is now warmed
in
town.
week-end
the
The
spent
land,
by the Gulf Stream. It can be observed,
Mrs. Gladys Lowe gave a very pleasing if one consults a map, that London is in
a week with friends in Biuehill.
(From Bangor Commercial)
the same lati ude as Labrador, and that
birthday party to her friends recently.
Manley L. Colson, W interport, to
Mr. Gompers says that the appeal of Stephen D. Perk ns, do; land in WinterNaples with its sub-tropica! climate is in
Mr. Gilbraith, veteran of the Civil War,
The Misses Katherine and Annie Flah- the same latitude as New York. If this Attorney Geueral Daugherty for injunc
has been quite ill, but is better at this
port.
;
current could be diverted it would give tions against interference with the operaerty are at home for an indefiu ite time.
Marion A. Sanborn, Be fast, to Herbert writing.
North America as mild a climate as Euro- tion of railroads, and injunctions have
Ur. Orris Vickery and family of Belfast
Mrs. Harry McLaughlin h is gone to
of square miies already heen issued in sev ral federal E. Bradmam, do; land and buildings in
pe and open up millions
spent the week-end with his father, John
It would be a big job but courts, constitute a threat to liberty and Belfast
join her husband at Northea st Carry, Me. for settlement
Dora
P. Murphy, trustee, Stockton Vickery, Sept. 2.
There may be some
Mr. Steinmetz thinks it could be accom ! must be resisted.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Donlin and famplished if the world really wanted to do question as to the constitutionality of the Springs, to Nellie C. Shute, uo; land and
Tilson Maynard, student at Colby, re
I action and this must be decided by the buildings in Stockton Springs.
ily have returned to East Providence, it.
cently spent a week with his uncle and
the
about
no
is
there
Wm.
but
question
Beliast to
courts,
The Waldo Trust Co
R. I.
aunt, Rev. and Mrs. Nathan Hunt.
and
J. and Elmira M. I enney, Knox; land
The old- style ‘world’s fair” was an ex- right of men to accept employment
Misses Catherine, May, Sarah and
is inThe cottage prayer meetings held at
the
general
of
attorney
that
the
action
boused,
Knox.
fairyland
and buildings in
travagant, flimsy
connectHead of the Tide conducted by Rev. and
a Kane have returned home from
for the most part, objects of art and edu- tended to safegu rd this right as
to Frank M. GilL.
L.
Troy,
Rogers,
comMrs. Nathan Hunt continue in interest.
cational exhibits, and disappeared as if ed with roads engaged in interstate
ley, Burnham; land in Troy.
More than merce.
wrecked by an earthquake.
Rev. and Mrs. Fred Morgan and family
M.
to
Lillian
M.
Ira
wide
Winterport,
Hurd,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Dana [of West 50 world’s fairs aie scheduled for Europe
The injunctions 3s asked are very
closed their summer home and motored
of way in W'interport.
Winterport were calling on relatives in this year, out their main object will be the sweeping and go far;her than ever before Perry, do; right
to their home in Wollaston, Mass., Sept.
Interference Id the
Cora E. Pl.inney, Morriil, to Charles 2nd.
extension of commerce rather than the in a labor trouble.
town recently.
is
H. Hclfses, do; land and buildings in
exhibition of local and national government view as here expressed
proud
;
Rev. Stephen Selizer, Congregational
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Collins and son treasures. Europe now regards such ex- not confined to acts of violence but to all Morrill.
•
j
the
pastor at Viiialhaveu, formerly pastor at
Biily have returned to New York, having positions as valuable agents for promoting acts designed to mak^* uncomfortable
Wilder S. Parker, Monroe, to Nancy A.
A bone-dleease of early childhave accepted the
Morrill, spent several days recently with
trade; in this attitude it returns in princi- lot ot the men who
made a brief visit at Hillside farm.
Gilbert, do; land and buildings in Mon- old friends here.
hood may be prevented by the
There
at
strikers.
The
railroad
work
leiL
the
middle
the
ages.
by
of
fairs
roe.
ple to the
or literature
Mr. and Mrs. James Hurley of Winfaithful use of cod-liver oiL
E. Jones, Brookline, Mass., to
| Sample Fair held at Prague last year, must be no statements made
Mrs. Fred barlow recently spent sev
Mary
De
Eaton
throp, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. E. Wilson I though but a minor exampie, brought to distributed by the unions or by union Christine N. Decker, lsiesboro; land in eral days in Liberty, called there by the i
trains leaders with the purpose of dissuading
sickness
and death of her brother, Mr.
islesboro.
and family have spent two weeks at the I gether 2500 exhibitors. Exhibition
The
Street.
are supplementing the advertising value men lrorn accepting employment.
Helen A. Lowe, W'interport, to George Fred Millay.
1
Hurley homestead.
of the fairs; witnetsthe completely-equip- strike-breakers must not be interfered
land and
Mass.;
Somerville,
S,
contains
the
wonderful
antiFlanders,
The Larkin Club met with Mr. and j
Mrs.
(formerly Sybil : pe^ train brought from France last fad, with or deterred from work m any way buildings in rrankfortMrs. Rafe Blood Saturday evening, S^pt.
rachitic vitamina In
tour of Canada. and must not be plagued or questioned by
Clark) and
Barnes of Bethel, Vt., that made an extensive
Russell
to
E
Merrill,
2nd.
A fine picnic s.upper was served
Holmes,
Myrlle
pickets or any other striker.
abundance. It is the
—Scientific American.
in
I
are receiving congratulations for a long
BOUGHT AND SOLD
and
buildings
land
seen
and
a
H.
many
not
long evening enjoyed.
Jackson, do;
Here in the east we have
Ideal way to give codacts of violence and such as there have Morrill.
and happy wedded life.
The
Morrill
has
the
loWANING.
correspondent
De
liver oil to children.
RAILROAD STRIKE
Eaton
been appear to have been done by indi,
Anson H. Litchfield, boston, Mass., to
Scott a Bowne, Bloomfield, N J.
12 1
In Emery G. Sprague, Waldo; land and cals of Morrill pasted into books, dated, |
viduals and not with union sanction.
|
are
two
and
ar.
bouks
half
of
the
country
tilling
large
Street
Railroads throughout
the central west however the situation is buildings in Belfast.
other, reaching baclt to March, 1881.
I
making rapid progress in replacing the much more strained and there has beeu I;
Herbert W. Savage, Burnham, to Besare working
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Haskell and little
D. W. Hoegg, Jr., of Portland, chair- striking shopmen, according to reliable persecution of the men who
sie L. Reynolds,Portland; land in Burnfor 1 month
or who have
son, who have been spending the summer
man of the publicity committee of t e
ham.
In the opinion of executives, the in the places of the strikers,
reports.
There ij
with
Mrs.
Haskell’s
Mr.
and
their
refused
employment.
to
has
issued
the
parents,
quit
Eleato
6 for
Maine Publicity Bureau,
Charles L. Maxim, Swanville,
in recent
peace talk and negotiations
la no question but the unions have brought
buildings Mrs. Delbert Paul, have returned to
following|remarkable repo.t UDder date of weeks
retarded recruiting, for there has the injunctions by the acts of their peo- i nor E. Maddocks, do; land and
Monson.
foreign
62,000
15 tor 25 cints
in Swanville.
Sept 2nd: Approximately
been marked improvement in that respect
Mrs. Bertie Ellis Douglass and children
automobiles carrying over 150,000 people since the conferences were ended. In a pie. The decision as to constitutionality
Frank R. Russ, Belfast, to Ralph U.
FILMS
DEVELOPED.
remains with the courts and must be setBurMaine
of
and
Dr.
H.
head
Publicity
M.
State
of
the
Hull,
Mass.,
Ellis,
passed
statement issued this week, L. F. Loree, tled legally, but there is no doubt that the Russ, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Picture enlarging and framing.
Squire,
of the department of English at the U. of
eau headquarter*, Longfellow
chairman of the Eastern Presidents’ Con
Elias H. Davis, Belfast, to Addie M. M., were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
court decision will be upheld strike where
Portland, between the hours of 8 A. M.
inshowing a heavy
figures
in
Belgive
ference,
and
buildings
Merriam, do; .land
James Mears.
De
and 8 P. M., from July 12 to August 26, crease lately in shop forces of eastern it may.
fast.
24
inclusive, according to a statement issued railroads. About 40,000 additional men,
36
The
children
school
of
Morrill
Sunday
Street.
the force
by the buresu. The sctual number of he
PALERMO
held their annual missionary meeting on
said, will be required to bring
foreign cars, or those from other states
full roster of July 1, and he prethe
the
afterto
parsonage
up
grounds
Saturday
than Maine, was 61,930, while the actual
dicted that in four or five weeks all the
noon, Sept. 2. A short program was car- |
Rev. Charles A. Gifford of Lewiston
number of people they contained was 151,
11 all hazards, and no matter what else ried out of songs, remarks by Rev. and
will be filled, even if the men now preached a very interesting sermon in the
places
143. In addition, 374,232 Maine cars,
Last
on strike do not seek reemployment
M. E. Church Saturday evening, Septem- is sought for or accomplished by changes Mrs. Hunt and Mrs. Florence Brown. At
carrying nearly a million people passed
the business meeting Mrs. Florence Br.wn
be pointed out, the railroads of the bers.
1
of the tariff, the American workingman
the bureau during tne same period of week,
about
coal
the
offered,
all
was elected leader; Alice Rowe, president;
country moved
!
of wages
time.
standard
in the
in
bis
was
held
and
be
must
protected
An
meeting
all-day
normal
a
production,
ot
Hattie Beckwith, vice president; Kather54 per cent,
I
sell Films
Jfetrly 14,000 people called at the bureau about 10 per cent, more traffic than in the M. E. Church Sunday, September 3 -—that is, in his standard of living- and ine Hunt, secretary; Vivian Wentworth,
for information during the same period,
week in July. They had Rev. Charles A. Gifford of Lewiston and must be secured the fullest opportunity of treasurer.
corresponding
a
that
the
aeaaon
time
during
stored Missionary W. E. Overlock of W ashing- employment.—Ex President Roosevelt.
the only
4,SIS locomotives in good ordef
These services were
census was taken. Many other tbouaands
ready for service, he added, and 153,880 ton were preseut.
The Farmer.
hundreda
and
to
July
12,
The more work there is to do in this
concalled prior
well attended in spile of a rainy day.
us freight cars on hand in good
that
over 20,000 surp
to
is
safe
nay
it
so
that will be
east being belter
[ini.il,
the
wages
the
the
in
higher
situation
the
country,
live
dition,
No time-clock day do I have, my son—
About one hundred and twenty
people were handled at the bureau during than the average. It is now estimated that
which se- I work and work till
my work is done!
people gathered in Prescott Grove Thurs- paid for doing it. That policy
the past summer, a >1 of them seeking inare now employed by all
be
shopmen
to
the
work
SCO,000
picnic given cure the largest amount of
It’s only the rain, or the wind and snow,
day, August 31,to attend
formation about Maine.
and that they are short only
the
railroads,
or
the pace I go.
fix my hours,
the Methodist Episcopal Sunday
by
Of the foreign automobile! every state j between
done at home is the policy which will se- That
75,000 and 100,000 to bring their
Tables were set under the trees
except three, in the Union was repre- working shop forces up to normal. The School.
employNo strike vote rules where I plow, my
men ste dy
to be in good spir- cure to our laboring
sented, these three being Wyoming, Utah Pennsylvania system has announced that and everyone seemed
son—
A policy which
its sb they ate the warm dinner given by ment at the best wages.
and Nevada. In addition there were cars
all
of
the
I work and I work till my work is done!
places
not only to fill
it
intends
our mines and
from
work
and
will
transfer
Paltrmo
of
the
North
members
the
from the District of Columbia, from
And only the rain or the wind and snow,
strikers, but to increase its repair shop
cream and
factories to foreign mines and foreign
Hawaii, and Porto Rico, and also from the forces by 10.000 men this fall. Railroad Davis Sunday schools.the Ice
the depression Decide how deep shall my plowpoint go.
to
tends
of
the
factories
benefit
for
invitably
sold
were
candy
Canadian Provinces of Alberta, Manitoba,
as broken.
1888.
managers regard the strike
No time and a half for me, my son—
Sunday schools. The returns for the day of wates here. Benjamin Harrison,
Ontario, Quebec,3New Brunswick, Nova
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subthat
The
sports
I work and I work till my work is done! I*
to
J17.83.
amounted
Island.
Edward
Prince
scriber hereby gives notice that she has been
Scotia, and
were
very
the rain and snow
God
of
the
afternoon
And
the
r we live East or West, North
in
Wheth
took
inforonly
for
place
letters
asking
Nearly 10,000
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
SWANVILLt
interesting and were enjoyed by both or South, we are all citizens of one coun- Shall fix my hours, or the pace I go.
mation about Maine have been received
RACHEL M. BRADSTREET. late of Palermo,
whole
a
The sports included try and will enjoy prosperity as
young and old.
—Walter Greenough in Farm Life.
by the bureau during the past summer.
Lei us
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and gi en
E. A. Robertson is gaining slowly.
swinging, the potato rece and the game or suffer adversity as a whole
The business of tne bureau baa been so
bonds B8 the Isw directs. All persons having
horseshoe. The program was com- then stand up for our own country, and
gnat that at one time during the rush it
Holt has returned to her home in of
Mrs.
as
the
it
familiar
demands
the
of
against the estate of said deceased
for policies that will maintain
pleted by ainging some
was necessary to have a staff of nearly a
Clinton.
are desired to present the same tor settlement
laborer,
the
for
world
best country in the
hymns.
dozen people in order to take caie of the
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
Doctor’s Book on the treatat borne
the manufacturer, the merchant, and the
Mrs. Garrie Cunningham was
correspondence and to give out informapayment immediately.
in the world
ment of “Every living thing”
during the absence of her daughter, Mrsj
The heaviest State tax againist I fe in- farmer, and the best country
tion.^
ROSETTA RIDLEY RICHARDSON.
ReThe bureau has been a tremendous suc- Wallace Gray.
with Humphreys’ Remedies,
surance
ccmptries doing business in for every man and child living in it.
Palermo, Me,, Aqg. 8, 1922.
Kansas.
Life
it
ia
the Metropolitan
presentative Campbell,
cess, and is so well established that
mailed free.
Miss Iva Moody spent the week-end Maine is paid by
The subE. ClemCONSERVATOR’S NOTICE.
sow known all over North America, as
Insurance Company < f New York, with
with her cousin, Miaa Fannie
our American system
continue
PARTIAL LIST OF REMEDIES
We
shall
scriber hereby gives notice that fce has Deen
and
company
other
secLife
Insurance
Europe
the Prudential
wall as throughout
2.
Sept
in
by
Searaport,
ents,
108
duly appointed conservator of the estate of
N*.
N J second, the of protection developed and perfected
tions of the civilized world.
with I of America 01 Newark,
We shall continue
£• Fevers. Congestions, Inflammation*
ELIZA J. PERRY of Lmcolnville.
Mr. James Marden baa been ill
New Yors Life Insurance Company lof the Kepublican party.
revenues
better
our
of
and be done with
2- Worms. Worm Fever
heart trouble, but is somewhat
New York third ani the Mutual Life In- to raise a large portion
in the County of Waldo, and given bonds as the
S—nn AT SATAN'S RAGE.
labor
hia
our
Infant*
with
of
Wakefulness
is
3. Colic. Crying.
and at the same time protect
His son Guy from Auburn
law directs. AH persons having demands
j surance Company of New York fourth.
Removes all stains from Bath
4. Diarrhea of Children and adults
end industries by adequate and equitable
against the estate of said Eliza J, Perry are de*
The late “Private” John Allen of Mis- parents
snail
Bronchitis
We
Colds.
7.
Coutfbs.
duties on competing imports.
sired to present the same for settlement, and
to
aiaaippi, one of the greatest humorists
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Gray went
Sinks and Floors
5. Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia
all indebted thereto are requested to make
continue to maintain tbe highest wage
week
the
House
of
in
the
served
to
spend
Rapra- Swan’s Island recently
oi
that aver
9. Headache. Sick Headache, Vertigo
scale on earth and keep our standard
paj ment immediately.
anu
Mr.
of
friend
“U
ncle
a
Stomach
Weak
waa
great
husband,
and
lO. Dyspepsla.Indigestion.
tnc
aaotati vea,
with their daughter
ca; ital magic water company
JOHN F, CCOMBb.
living the best of all nations through
Cannon
that
Mr.
Laryngitis
says
Hoarse
13.
Cough.
Cannon.
Croup.
joo”
are caused by irritation
Mrs. Bridges.
Camden, lie., August 8, 1922,
home market that is, and I believe always
Albefore
election
15.
Lumbago
Rheumatism.
time,
shortly
cm day
AUGUSTA, MAINE
of dust and plant pollens.
will be, the envy of the civilized world.
Mrs Benjamin Littlefield and son have
16. Fever and Atfue, Malaria
ton sat the House in a roar of laughter
Can often be avoided by James S. Sherman
returned to their home in Massachusetts,
17. Files. Blind. Bleeding
with the following speech:
a two months’ visit with her par19. Catarrh. Influenza. Cold in Head
“We realize that the country ia anx- after
applying Vicks up the
Our free trade friends have told us foi
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Marden.
20. Whooplad Coutfh
wi
not
nostrils before starting.
.toMty awaiting to hear from us. We ents,
do
buy
if
we
27. Disorders of the Kldoeys
years and years that
Mat go home and discuss with our concannot sell, but we hsve gone on domi
30. Urinary lacoutlaeuce
Repeat when necessary.
but
There are 47D oil refining plants in the
Ctitnunts the vital question as to whether
increasing
rate,
A Fold touring car, 1922 model, in per34. Sore Throat. Quinsy
both it s wondrously
them in this
ti
we
buy
United States. Of these, 38, representing
m not wo ar* to represent
than
more
fect condition. Self-atarter and demount77. Grip, Grippe. La Grlppo
enough
just
selling
j
n
that
Whe
about 87 per cent of the country's refinHoms for another two years.
able rims. Run since July 8. For further
40. Induces Repose and
meet all foreign obligations and keep ou
Tha 1
Natural Refreshlnd Sleep
ing capacity, belong to the so csllec
information call Liberty 28-23.
ip ifUiKwi and—
gold as a bulwark of ieddttiption.
441
t
For sale by druggists everywhere.
Standard Oil group. The remaining
baa been tbe Republican method, and tha
Whan wa can aae our title clear
GRACE B. SIMMONS,
cent
ol
63
of
1
per
HUMPHREYS’ HOMF.O. MEDICINE CO.,
with a refining capacity
Tc two more years unfurled,
is going to continue to be the Republicai
35tf
Corner William and AUU SUweU. New York.
Morrill, Maine.
the total, are controlled by independeni
method.—James S. Sherman.
Than wo can smile at Satan’e rage
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Fire Insurance
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How did we
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this
possible
have
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throughout
.hc State?
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ministration came into power March
This Industrial depression
4, 1921.
began early in the summer of 1920.
The Immediate problem before the Republican party was the return to normal conditions.
The underlying cause of industrial
depression was the prostration of agriculture brought about by the radical

plants die, leaves,
and blossoms sink to the bottom
of vegetable
t gradually form a layer
let water.

,ros

curtailment of agricultural credits by
The
the Democratic administration.
American farmer buys. 40 per cent, of

the shallow
tter above the mud, Near
on scmii rises close
rgin this accumulat
the surface and upon it the water lovipeat mosses take root.
"These peat mosses grow continuously,
metinies attaining the length of a foot
more, and as the lower parts die they

all

manufactu/ed products.

His des-

perate circumstances compelled industries to curtail production and turn
men" into the streets. The Republican

Congress immediately restored agrithick, closely woven mat, which
long time becomes firm enough to
culture to a healthy condition.
The
ord a foothcld to low (lowering plants,
farmer entered the market again as a
rubs and even trees. Frequently, perThe
buyer of manufactured goods.
their burden
ps usually the mosses with
ranks of the unemployed began to
other plants, will extend to some disdecrease.
luceout over the open water, thus form- q
At the time the coal and railroad
crust; this is the secret of the
,g
strikes were called there was a greatinking bog
"Gradually the plant growth progresses
er demand for laboring men than there
itward toward the center of the pond;
was a supply.
ie spices of open water contracts more
One of the most important contributid more; the dead parts of the plant
ing factors to the improvement of the
rm a deeper and deeper deposit on the
unemployment situation was the early
(torn; and at last what was once a pond
enactment by the special session of
accumulation of
become a solid
is
Finally
the Republican Congress of the reongy, wet vegetable matter
is 1 st becomes, largely through the ac.strictive immigration law.
This was
s<*Ti
in of bacteria which are peculiar to
demanded by the laboring people of
uations, a more or less homogeneous
the United States. Its enactment preThis,
as3 of black or dark brown peat
vented the incoming of hundreds of
efly told, is the history of most of our
thousands of Immigrants who would
Occasionally one
aine peat deposits.
found which plainly accumulated in a
only have increased the ranks of the
aud
ramp rather than in an open pond;
unemployed and added to the industhe
some of our mountain tops, as on
trial distress.
The previous RepubliBtai.din plateau, shallow peat beds have
can Congress had passed a similar law
rmed with no other encouragement than
but it was vetoed by President Wilson.
a
continuously cool,
at afforded by
The Republican administration caine
pist atmosphere.”
into power finding the burden of taxes
very heavy. The working man had to
m a
do

Has

bear his

canning.

What About the Brakes?
The rich man lay dying. Fie was bidding his chauffeur good bye
Ah, Sykes,” he said, “I am going on
• long
journey and over a more rugged
you ever drove me
"fdthan
‘tea,
said the

over

chauffeur, adding

consolingly, “but there's one comfort. It
•ill all be down hill
”—Petersburg ProPeas and Index
Appeal.

to

Get There.

“No, sah, Ah don’t never ride on dem
“lines,” said an old colored woman, looking in on the merry-go-round.
“Why de
other day I seen dat Rastus Johnson
git
on an’
ride a dollah’s worth an’ den git
>t the same
he
started
at.
I
place
says
,
<o
him; “Rastus,” I says, ”yo’ spent yo’
*>Ut w**ar y°’ been?”—Wilming-

ta^St’
l

8r'
--

Rather

®n.kt

was

essential

to

"nuisance" taxes which
working men
had to
on everything everywhere
for

repealed

It also

all

transportation
taxes
which were levied on all goods shipped
by freight or express or parcel post.
Such taxes were added to the ultimate
cost of goods and, In the long run,
were paid by the working men.
All
told, the new tax bill lifted from the
shoulders of the working classes of
this country over $800,000,000 a year.
According to a report Issued by the
U. S. Department of Labor June, 1922,
the retail cost of living was gradually
reduced from March, 1921, to the time
the report was Issued. The living costs
in no other nation in the world were
reduced during this same time.
The sum and total of one year of

Harding's administration, so far as it
affects the working people, has been
the elimination of the problem of unemployment except In those industries
affected by strikes; reduction of taxes
paid by the working classes in a sum
aggregating nearly a billion dollars;
the restriction of immigration; a general program of lessened public expenditures which insures still further
reductions in taxes; an increase of 15
per cent, in the value.of Liberty bonds,
millions of which are held by wageearners and men on salaries; a grad
ual reduction in living costs.

America’s Ex-Service Men
Best Treated of
in

Striking.

Any

for World War Veterans Than for
Any Item Except the Public
Debt.
C.

S.

REPRESENTATIVE

CARL

VV.

RIDDICK

(MONTANA), MEMUEK HOl'SE COMMITTEE
ON AURICIETIRE

j

elaborate

Veterans’ Bureau. Tne number of beds
in these hospitals taken over by the
Veterans' Bureau is in excess of 2S,
000.
There were many ex-service men
living in remote sections of the country who were not aware of the benefits they could receive and should be

providing

receiving from the government under

In November, 1918, the people elected a Republican Congress.
The first
session of this newly elected Republican Congress began May 19, 1919.
With it began practically all Federal
aid for relief and assistance of those
who served in the World War.
An
formulated
was
program
for hospital and medical aid
for all disabled and diseased ex-service
men.
The program included those
suffering from mental diseases as a
result of their war experience; a>so
vocational training and rehabilitation;
also financial allotments for those engaged in such training; also compensation for men totally or partially dis-'
abled, and for their dependents; and
for the dependents of those who died
result of injury or disease contracted while in the service of their

as

a

country.
There was expended to July 1,
1922, for the purposes of carrying out
this program the sum of $1,135,854,3S5.
In addition an appropriation of $423,038,842, has just been made by the
Congress for the Veterans’ Bureau for
the coming fiscal year. This is a greater
appropriation than made for any
other purpose except in payment of
the public debt.
Following the war the administration of relief for ex-service men was
divided among several bureaus and this
necessitated tremendous overhead ex-

eating up

pense.

a

result.
As a result of this tremendous program of Federal aid to ex-service men.
all of which has been put into effect
by the Republican Party and the
money for which has been appropriated by a Republican Congress, the
be
summarization
may
following

given:
(1) Over 240,000 ex-service men
have received hospital treatment; 30,000 ex-service men are now receiving
treatment in hospitals; over 1,000,000
ex-service men have been called for
examination in order to ascertain if
they should receive hospital or medical treatment.

ex-service men
Over 160,000
entered vocational training and
150.000 more have been declared eligi
(2)

disproportionate ble for vocational training.
(3) Compensation for disabled
service

or

their

dependents

ex-

is

order to ascertain the physical and
mental treatments needed by afflicted

ice men under the Veterans’ Bureau.
Following the war, hundreds of thousands of veterans permitted their insurance to lapse, largely because of
the slipshod manner in which their
claims were handled under the Democratic administration.
At the request of representatives of the ex-service men the Republican Congress made
it possible for all
ex-service men
whose policies had lapsed to be reinstated at any time prior to March 4,

hospitalization

men

being paid out at a rate in excess of
$1,000,000 in cash every day, including Sundays.
(4) Over 50,000 medical examinations
are being made free every month in

Congress passed a measure, combining all agencies dealing with ex-serv-

1926.
The

In order that
the Veterans’ Bureau.
no worthy ex-service man entitled to
benefits of any kind might-be neglected, the Veterans’ Bureau conducted a
drive in which over 175,000 ex-service
men were intei viewed and 110,000 new
claims were filed and handled as a

have

of money appropriated for aid
of
World
War
and
tt
veterans,
occasioned endless delay in handmen's
ex-service
cases
and
ling
To
put them to unfair expense.
remedy these evils the Republican
amount

ex-service men.
(51 Over 1.000 new claims are being
handled every day by the Veterans'
Bureau and all work In that bureau Is
practically current and being conducted at a minimum loss of time and a
minimum expense both to the government and to the ex-service man con-

cerned.
(61 An insurance business for over
600.000 ex-service men is being conducted by the government, without
any cost of administration to ex-service men. at premium rates far below
those private companies charge for

and

medical
treatment of ex-service men was found
to be unsatisfactory and Congress
transferred 99 hospitals to use of the

like

policies.

Bertha, how did

you make the
of your Becoud husband?”
was quite romantic.
I was out walkmy first, when my second came
,l‘ W1.lb
ln an aulon,°b*le and ran him
down.
Th t

JjQuaintance

Jj*

TACOMA TREATY.

“Take home a treaty” was the slogan
,,waa the beginning of our friendBartlesville (Okla.) Enterprise
of the three Central American Presidents

Nicholas Hawkes,

while berrying at
Arrington recently, had a large
nl«rJf^l<Lb.be filled with berries and
When he retirn^ to b'hind * 8tumPhe Jr8 5be. 8tumP with a smaller pail
a>tonished
to
find
a
bear and her
(-l
y cramming the berries down
th.ir ??*
ats'
Mr.
Although
Hawkes
ktakin
beers while hunting, he
,'led m»ny fi®
fcwm„8tlrJed could not move for a
kind _°®ents Finally he retreated behB SUyed UntU thB

k“rad.p,?telhere

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

Castors
/

a

who met with the American Ministers on
board the U. S. S. Tacoma recently and

signed a document in which the three
Republics, Nicaragua, Honduras and Salvador renewed and extended indefinite
in
ly their general treaty of peace made
Washington in 1907. The purpose of the
treaty was to settle amicably and efficaciously all differences which have tended
to disturb Central America in recent
Salvayears, and President Melendez of
dor declared it was the utmost important
event in the history of Central America.
The parties to the treaty were profuse in
their expressions of gratitude to the
American Ministers for their presence
and advice, and to President Harding for
The vessel was
the use ot the warship.
anchored three miles off shore in neutral

|
:

to have your bowels move freely.
At the beginning of a cold, there is no better or safer remedy than
:!
true “L.F.
Atwood’s Medicine.
Two to four teaspoonfuls
v
11 quickly relieve congested howel conditions, drive out im
purities from the srstem. and help to ward off further troubles.
Alw-Ivs have a bottle in the house.
A.nv dealer will supply rou.
Large bottle 50 cents. ‘’L.F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Maine
sure

by

McCluiv

Syndicate.

Newspaper

Esther had always lived in institutions—and she was deathly tired o£
them.
She sometimes thought tliut if
ever again she heard a gong sound she
would curl up on the floor and die.
liut she didn't.
Instead, the moment
that tlie iirst jangle sounded she was
on her feet hurrying to breakfast in

HALL &

.' Almost 75 years in the same location in Boston’s

always hoped stolidly that something
day would happen to take tier

and the name of It was
stamped on it in startling golden letters.
She glanced inside and became

I

had

sunk into a rut—although had it not
been for the book site never would have
thought of it.
ghe read on, for it
seemed to give some idea that if one
chose she could climb out of the rut
no matter how deep and rougli a rut

might be.
And that night, when the 10:30 bell
—the "lights out" bell—sounded, site
put her lights out with the rest of
them, listened to her roommate's regular breathing, and then made gay
plans for herself.
After all, life was only a pattern,
and it need not necessarily he a stencil
pattern—just the same old thing day
after day. True, she had been left an
orphan in an orphan asylum, and at
it

Ayleshlre.

where she was

“And to think that you
He nodded.
have been right there where my aunt
works all the time—I suppose you are
at the club, aren't you?”
She nodded much ns had he.
“How did you happen to come today?” he asked after there had been
a long silence.
“I guess,” she said softly, “It must

general

helper in the kitchen.
There was nothing

very inspiring
abont the kitchen work of the largest
It was always
cafeteria in the world.
a
case of just getting a thing done.
For instance, peeling enough potatoes

have been the call of Arcady,”
her shining eyes met his.

No Positive Proof That Indian Leader
Was Slain at the Battle of
the Thames.
It hns been commonly accepted that
Tecumseh was killed in battle at the
Thames in Ontario by Col. It. M. Johnson, afterward vice president of the
United States, but it is not at all certain that Col. Johnson killed him, or
known that he fell
even positively

waters while the conference lasted. Thus
the Harding Adminstration has placed a
Secretary of State at the disposal of
Chile and Peru, through whom the Tacna-Arica controversy “the Problem of
the Pacific” has been successfully solved,
and three American Ministers and an
American warship on a peace job^or a
get-together treaty to include the Central American disputants. And the league
of nations slumbers on.

in that battle.
at the time of
1813. is certain,
to be bis, was

There is an old book printed by the
Miami Printing and Publishing company of. Cincinnati, written by Col.
William Stanley Hatch, entitled “A
Chapter of the History of the War
of 1812,” in which this reference is
■

although It had been almost six years
since she had left Johnny and the
other children, she had never once
gone to Arcady, as they had called the

white iron that was so durable in the

goes so regular-llke.
But he takes the teasing well—ah,” she
stretched her arms out ahead of her
as a gong sounded, “now I’m through

girl there—be

and can go.”
Esther felt a little shock to think
that Mrs. Spears was glad to be free
Somehow she had
for the afternoon.
ran
always thought that people who
Institutions did so because they loved
But there was little
the authority.
time to con over this thought, for they
their way. and Esther felt
somehow, as litvery cozy and homey
her hand
tle Tommy Spears clutched
beconfidently as he trotted along
tween his mother and her.
Once in the zoo, where every one
bad peanuts and where almost every
Esthei
one was laughing and jolly,
wondered why it was she had never
But Tommy had
here before.
were

loosened his grasp and was running
man whose
rapidly toward a tall young
his lips
although
were
laughing,
eyes
And Mrs. Spears was saywere not.
ing:
“Esther.

I

want

you

nephew, Johnny Johns
He's—”
Red, though.

to
we

know
call

my
him

WbSl WINTERPORT

how waiter saw it.
Sir Arthur Balfour, at a dinner in
Washington, praised the American col

ored people. “I often judge Americans
“If they like
by this criterion,” he said.
colored people, then I know they are likable themselves—and vice versa.
"Once I
visited Washington a good
All the hotel wai'ers
many years ago.
were colored then, and I confess I preferred the quaint colored service to the present sophisticated and elaborate service

Tecumseh; be

was not

roast-

cha and Genuine lava.

1-21-3 -5-10-25-50 pds.
All
in HOLLAND SYSTEM
Tins.

j

packed

Sold at All

Leading dealers.

PURETEST
Aspirin Tablets

Mrs. Pearl Richardson spent the weekend with relatives in Jackson.

a

5 gr.

Miss Clara Emerson of Bucksport spent
few days recently at R W. Emerson’s.

Robert^McGray
Mass.,

and

family of Ayer

were recent guests

ot relatives in

town.
A large number of our people attended
the recent Republican rally aad pictures
in Brooks.
Miss Addie B. Cfoss left Sept. 2 for a
visit of two weeks with relatives in Portland, Marblehead and Fall River, Mass

Puretest Aspirin Tablets are so skill*
fully made from TRUE ASPIRIN
they can be depended on to give
quick relief. Box of 24 tablets, 23
cents. Only at

Misa Feme Reynolds went to the Eastern Maine General Hospital in Bangor
recently for an operation on her throat.

Wesley Kenney and family of ProviI
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Kenney
were recent callers at B, L.

CITY

dence, R
of Bath
Aborn’s.

DRUG 3TORE
The Rexall Store

READ & HILLS,
I

Steamships
j

|

j

I

j
;
:

\ in:

LINE

Belfast and Camden

Leave Bangor daily, except Sunday, at 2 p.
m, (Standard Time), Win ter port, 2.46 p. m,.
Bucksport, 3 3( p. in., Belfast, 5.00 p. m., for
Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston daily, except*Sunday,
at 6 p. m. (Daylight Saving Time), Leave
Rockland daily, except Monday, at 6 00 a. mM
(Standard Tim*'), Camden 5.45 a m., Belfast

7.16 a. m for Bucksport, Winterport and Ban*
gor.i
At Boston connection is made via the Met*
ropolitan Line express freight and passenger
steamers for New York and points South and
West.

MAINE
Portland-New

Chevrolet

Proprietors,
$:

i 11 i.

BANGOR

acquainted

Ostrich’s Voice Is Loud.
Like many other birds, ostriches lose
or cease to use their voices In captivity, and very few visitors to the zoo
know that they have voices at all. In

a

KNUX

STEAMSHIP

LINE

York Freight

Service.

Direct freight service between Perl,ad and
New York is resumed from the New Ststa
Pier Portland, Maine.
Through rates and direct track con isctioui
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railoada.
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,

Belfast, Maine..

$808 Delivered

Notice of foreclosure

their natural surroundings, however,
Another car load of Chevrolet cars this
they are far from dumb, for they have week. Always a good car, now better
Cyrus N. McKinney of LinIn than ever before. Here are the 7 new
a "song” like the roar of a lion.
coinville, in the County of Waldo and
improvements:
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
he
could
said
l»r.
only
Livingstone
fact,
the fourteenth day of July A. D. 1800. and re1. N jw rear axle with spiral cut gears.
tell tlie difference between tlie two by
in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
2.
261k
Improved body and lowered front corded
the fact that tlie ostriches roared by
Page 12, conveyed to one Burton Robinson,
seat.
late of said Lincolnville, deceased, in hi* lifeduy and the Jions by night. Just as
3.
Timpkins Bearing in front wheels. time, a certain parcel-of real estate, situated
boys’ voices "break,” so the voices of
4.
Hand controlled emergency brake in said Lincolnville, bounded and described as
discovhave
some birds, ornithologists
lever.
follows, to wit:—It being the same premises
5.
New top with gypsy side curtains. described in deed of George L. McKinney runered, change from youthful to adult
to Charles F. Adams, dstad November 28.
6.
ning
Improved springs.
toites. The voice of tlie young buzzard
A. D. 1867, and recorded in Waldo Registry of
7. Selective type transmission.
Is about an octave higher than that of
Deeds, Voi. 141, Pegs 438, and the asms deThis is the lowest priced, completely scribed in the deed of the said Charlas F.
Its parents, and in certain owls it is as
in the world today, Adams recorded in said Registry, Vol. 112.
much as two octaves higher. Growing equipped standard car
backed by. a compiny that has stood the Pago 175, and bounded as follows, vis: Beginmoorlarks and finches have an actual
ning at alike ani atone io the north lina of
of
tinh.
ORDER NO
tf35
te^t
the road to tb
“break” in the voice, and In domestic
Centre, to the line of lead
of
Joel P. Mahoney: thence northwesterfowls this break or change Is very A. W.
Monroe,
said
ly
by
Mahoney’s land twenty-flva and
marked, says an exchange. In the case
one-half rode to stake in land of Simpson
Agent!)- Nartun V 11 i o Caunt y.
of the silver gull the break of voice
Knight: thence northeasterly by eeid Knight’s

WHEREAS.

KNIGHT,

with the putting on of
plumage.—Brooklyn Eagle.
comes

the adult

House for Sale

Curiosity of Sound.
There were

reported

to the Ameri-

Physical society a series of experiments on a singular difference in
the audibility of sound when passing
can

Under

over water and over grass.
similar conditions of quietness it was
found that a given sound could be
heard almost exactly four times as
far over water as over grass. The aswater is a perfect reflector and grass a complete absorber
of sound waves is not, it is thought,
sufficient to explain the phenomenon.
The practical importance of knowing
this peculiarity, where sound may

sumption that

have to be sent across a grassy plain,
is evident.

A* Good Aa New.

Maine,

A five

room

house and factory.

Cemented cellar and electric lights.
A. P. LORD,
Enquire of
Box 154, Camden, Maine.
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Auto License

and

Registration
APPLICATIONS,

must be sworn to.

MAURICE W. LURD
Notary Public.

Justice of the Peace

HayfjrJ Block, Belfast, Maine

tf4

Revolving Bookcase

After Mr. Brown bad raked hU yard he
HOR SALE
took the accumulated rubbish into the
A number of neighbors’ j
to burn.
For particulars spp'y at the
Grant’s Tuesday evening, Aug. 22. There street
children came flocking about the bonfire, j
JOURNAL OFFICE.
were 26 present. The lovely and spacious
KEEP THE BARS UP
the
to
guests. among them a little girl whom Mr. Brown j
home was thrown cpeu
remember having seen before. ;
Succeeding years may see revisions of The young people sang hymns for about did not
with his usual kindness, to
Wishing,
were
the
revisbut
let
games
the immigration laws,
an hour, after w'hich parlor
make the stranger feel at ease, he beamed
ion always be downwards rather than enjoyed by ail. The hostess served a dej
The present law has kept out licious but very unexpected treat of cake upon her and said, heartily;
Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
upwards.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relievo
“Hello! Isn't this a new face?”
undesirables more effectively than any and ice cream. The members of the SunOas,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
of its predecessors, and the people don’t
A deep red suffused her freckles. “No,”
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duano
school wish to thank Mr. and Mrs.
want to see any increase in the numbers day
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Bo*
she stammered, “it ain’t new. It’s just
in
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
admitted, whatever may be the change Grant for the happy evening spent
been washed.”
their home.
Signature on each box.
in their qualifications.
The West Winterport Sunday school
held its weekly sing at Mrs. Warren

The only coffee, packed by

er, known to contain Arabian Mo-

—Everybody’s.

white man that 1 have seen has with
certainty known of it.”

j

Coffee and Tea

of the whites.
“The day of my arrival, when my
waiter, an old colored man, with snowy
wool, brought me the menu, I put a coin
in his hand and said, 'Just bring me a
good dinner, uncle.’
“He brought me an exquisite dinner,
and during my fortnight’s stay we follow
ed out this program daily.
By pushing
aside the menu and handing him the coin,
he selected a much better dinner for me
than I could have chosen myself.
“1 he day of my departure, as I toos
leave of him, he said!
‘Good-bv, sir, and good luck, and
when you or any of your friends what
can’t read the bill of fare comes to Wash
ington, just ask for oil Calhoun Clay,’

even

on

come

HOLLAND’S

met, and I have Interrogated many, has
admitted this last fact, and no

Arcady," said Esther

The next day stie stopped to tell the
commissary that she probably would
not be back for tea—it was Sunday
and if the girls notified the commisallowed 25
sary in time they were
cents on their weekly bill.
“Going out to the zoo?” said that
“W eh,
plump lady behind the desk.
wait a hit and we’ll go together. I alout Sunday
ways take my little boy
afternoons, and we always meet my
him and
nephew there. I always kid
tell him he must be going to meet a

it*

with Tecumseh’s personal appearance.
All that lie knew was that a tall, athletic warrior confronted him as he led
a charge with Ids 20 men, and him he
slew with his pistol.”
Colonel Hatch closes his book with
this paragraph: “Here on the Thames
this heroic chieftain, the greatest of
Vet no Indian 1 have
his race, fell.

“Tomorrow,” she said aloud, 1 m going.”
“What?’ asked her roommate, sitting straight up in tier narrow bed of

plum

Fruit and Produce

made to the death of Tecumseh:
“Colonel Johnson informed me, and
lie so repeatedly stated during the
canvas of 1840 for tlie vice presidency,
that lie did nut pretend to say that tlie
Indian referred to as killed by him
was

zoo.

Her roommate lay down again. “You
must ’a eaten plum pudding for your
dinner tonight,” she said sulkily.
And Esther giggled at flie thought
of
pudding in an institution.

That be disappeared
the buttle, October 5,
and a body, supposed
found after that en-

gagement.

Johnny Johns had been red-letter days
—days of Arcady life.
And they used to plan to go every
day to the zoo just the minute they
were old enough to get out of the
asylum. And with dismayed eyes that
stared into the darkness of the girls’
boarding club that was her present institutional home, Esther realized that,

to

*

and

NONE KNOW TECUMSEH’S END

to odd sizes that would not go through
the machine and then finding that the
bin was again filled with odd sizes.
She often wondered ns she did these
odd jobs what Johnny Johns had done
when he became fourteen and was automatically released from the orphan
She and Johnny had used to
asylum.
play together, and she always looked
with rare admiration upon his shock

dormitory.
“Im going
firmly.

And lied calmly took her arm and
“I already
melded toward his aunt.
.now her, you see.
She's the girl I've
keen looking for all this time. _I knew
she’d come finally, for we said once
when we both lived in the orphan asylum that we'd come here every day
And so—hut I’ll
when we grew up.
tell you—you and Tommy meet us at
the refectory at six and we'll all have
Phone the girls' club
supper here.
that you dropped dead or broke your
This is a redankle or something.
And we have lots to talk
letter day.

about. Esther and I.”
“And you’ve come every Sunday?”
asked Esther, wonderingly, ns they
strolled down the path, for all the
world like every other young couple
strolling along arm In arm.

fourteen, when she was considered too
old to he any longer an orphan to be
supported by “the authorities,” she
was permitted to go to the home of
Mrs.

“That good ou..Mocha and Java
flavor I find only in Far East, is the
pleasure of ray life, it is good to
know the day of excellent coffee is
stlil with us.”

Big Mar- Z

APPLES OUR SPECIALTY.

cover

sfie

L

/

Prompt and Efficient Service. Stencils furnished on application.
References any Commsrcial Agency; Beacon Trust Co Boston.

read anything unless It was a newsThis book, however, had a
paper,

She found that

Established 1848.

Commission Merchants.

Vet she
away from institutional life.
really did not anticipate it greatly.
Then, one day, going home from
work on the street car she found a
Esther
volume of success articles.
liked stories, but past that she seldom

Interested.

ket.

^

some

ted

Market, Boston, Mass.

particular coffee drinker in
Vermont writes;

A

COLE, Inc.,

94 to 102 Faneuil Hall

the lights
the morning or putting
Just the same, she
at 10:;i0 at night.
oat

of red hair that stood upright.
To the other orphans that lmir had
of amusement and
source
been a
Johnny had been called Red by the
She could recall three sepaothers.
rate occasions when people of the city
who had automobiles had lent them to
the orphan asylum for the day and
they hud all piled in and had gone to
Those days to Esther and
the zoo.

W orld

Republican Administration Spends More

j

Just

It

a

wage or salary.
It Includes over 4.
000,000 heads of families in
ordinary
circumstances. In addition, the new
tax
law
repealed
altogether
the

Popularity

The chief charge against the primary
item uf making nominations for office,
th.it system pertains in this State and
any others, is not merely tha' it is cumirsome, expensive to candidates and
late and incapable of awakening intert on the part of the voter.
For these conditions are really but ingnificant compared to the larger allegajns lodged against the system now in
igue. That sin is its inability to serve
e public welfare.
It is too often a means of an unknown
ian riding into political power. It makes
ise choice of candidates difficult, and
It demands that
imetimes impossible.
ye aspirant to official honors neglect his
lisiness and at great inconvenience and
kpease to A/mself and his friends enter
ion a canvas whose outcome cannot be
(curateJy forecasted. While this latter
quirement is an embarrassment to the
lice seeker rather than the people, on
face, it actually harms the public in a
reater degree because it deters many
ood men from entering official life.
Then, too, the primary plan as now
eneraily employed does not accomplish
he end whicti it was chiefly designed to
It is no safeguard against trickery
erve
The early proponents of a “straight
irimary election” to determine the choice
if candidates for public office saw in
heir minds all unfit men slinking from
It was believed that no
inch a contest.
opportunity for corruption at the polls
lould exist. -The dream of the pioneer
(leaders for the present primary system
ras that it would make the good citizen
power for honest political rule, and that
ie could never be overthrown.
No such results have come in Maine
torn the use of the primary nominating
lystem.
Aside from bringing prosperity
;c rioters and publishers and sign paint- j
us and multiplying the number of paid
workers in a campaign, there has Seen
ittle actual benefit to the cause of goad
lovernment. On the other hand, much
larm has been suffered by true interests
Df the people in their political life.
The reform of the primary system
must come. Its sensible development is
now seen to be
necess iry—its needed
changing from a machine supposedly selfoperating to a system in which the brains
•od experience of party leaders will be
tolled upon to serve the public. The
Primary system as now employed does
oot do this.
It is too easily captured,
Boreover, by those skilled in political

sir,"

share.

his relief that the taxes be
reduced.
The outstanding feature of
the nontax law written
by the special session
of the Republican
Congress was an increase of $500 in the tax
exemption
of the head of every
family who receives an annual income of
$5,000 or
less.
In addition, his
exemption for
children and dependents was doubled
from $200 to $400. These
exemptions
embrace practically all those on

pay
everything they bought.

>

■

1:22,

(j*.

REPRESENTATIVE EVERETT SANDERS
(INDIANA), MEMRER HOlNE COMMITTEE
ON INTERSTATE COMMERCE

estimates given out by
According
the American Federation of Labor at
that time there were between 6.000,000
amt 6,000,000 wnge-earners out of employment when the Republican ad-

with their feet in

Lost its

By ULLIACE MITCHELL

S.

to

If everyone would take this precaution, there would be fewer
epidemics of Influenza. Colds whether taking the form of Influenza
with sneezing, running nose and a rough feeling throat, or with
chilly and feverish symptoms, should never be neglected in the
earliest
if ymi hop? to avoid a disagreeable experience.
Pout cat to, heartily; drink plenty of water; g. t to bed
early
in a well-ventilated room; have your body well-warmed, and be

Arcady

By Republican Party

and War Menace Removed.

history of a peat deposit is, in
comprehend. One
‘‘| not difficult to idea
from the stu ly
form a fairly just
a mature state of developa bog in
better still, it is possible to timl,
” t'but,
’ntly within a conveniently small
in allstigesof lehogs which are
,
together the hisJiment, and so pieceuntil
th story is
stage by siage,
,
mplete.
have
"perhaps the greater sonumber
situated that
irted as small ponds,
inlet wate.s have been able to bring
On the surface of
only the finest silt.
the roots deep in the
■h a pond, with
pond lilies and other
[tom mud, grow
and around the margin
lltr plants;
marsh grasses, pickerel
ing up cat-tail,
^ arrow leaf and many other plants

•S.

^hy Primary System

The Call of

Army of Unemployed Reduced, Burden of
Taxes Ligh’ened, Immigration Restricted, Cost of Living Lowered

natural quegnswered few of these
extract from an artithe following
a

stand
ijcii like bestAsto these

Laboring Classes

"Cover mouth and nose when you cough or
If you don’t, you’ll spread disease."

sneeze.

ALG01A PIUS

land nine and one-helf rode to a atak* at the
road aforesaid; thence easterly by eaid road
twenty-five rode to the steka begun at, with
the buildings tbereon; and whereas there-,
afterwards, to wit, on the eleventh day of
February, A. D 1922 Solan M. Bartlett, administrator of the estate of and Barton Robinson, duly assign^ said mortgage to me by
1 his sssignment recorded ia Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 343, Psgs 80. and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has bssn broken,
now, therefore, by reason of th s breach of the
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Dated this seventeenth day of August, A,
D. 1922
AUGUSTINE M RGBS.
D.& M.SwB 6

Trucking

l am prepared to do all kind* of truckFurniture and piano moving a
ng.
apecialty. Leave ordera at the ate bin,

of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO &
SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

corner

Dr. Hester Brown
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30

High Street.

lei. 320

TO LET
A Furnished Room
Apply at Journal Office.

v

sub station on East Main street to the
Mesdow road is assured at last.

investigate

the features
of ECONOMY

EFFICIENCY
and DURABILITY

distinguishes

that

THE

CLARION line of

Ranges and

heaters.

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
BANGOR, MAINE
Established 1839

\ irginia
McGown entertained at bridge at the Mccottage on Pleasant Point. The

SEARSPOKT

relatives in town.
guest of friends and
left Sep*. 3 for
Grionell
Miss Martha
she will teach.
Barrington, R. L, where
Thomas
Mrs. John Eyre, Mr. and Mrs.
3 for Orange, N. J-

Miss Marion Perry of
is the guest of Mr. and
Maurice S. Doliiver
left SepL 5 for a motor

Greenwood,Mass.,
Mrs. John Frame.
and harry Nason

trip to Ripogenus.

3 for Danvers,
Miss Sally Dow left SepL
teach the coming
Mass., where she will

in his
first on a rock, cutting a deep gash
Dr. Raymond Clarke was called
stitches
and it was necessary to take ten

j head.
j

and son,
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Dutch
their home in WaDana, left, SepL 4, for
ban, Mass.
of LaMr. and Mrs. Edward Quimby
Mrs.
and
CapL
are visiting
N.

H.,

C. N. Meytrs.
r.nd chilMr. and Mrs. Brainerd Bates
in Welhome
their
for
dren left SepL 4,
lesly Hills, Mass.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Proctor
home in
their
for
3rd
children left SepL
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
J. H,
Mrs. Everett Stoiey and Mrs.
are guests of Mr.
Mass.,
of
Wells,
Moore
and Mrs. Augustus Mosman.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Clark of Chelsea,
as the guests
Mass., spent the week-end
Eames.
Charles
Mrs.
of Mr. and
and James
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Lombard
of the HaLombard attended the reunion
Passadumkeag.
at
held
family
thaway
are
Rev. and Mrs. Harold E. Le May
of
birth
the
on
receiving congratulations
Miriam, on Thursday, Sept.
a
7th.

STOCKTON^

r
Mrs. Lena Field and Miss Mary ieia,
who spent the season at the Boulivant
home in
apartment have left for their

Mr. Herbert Mixer returned Saturday
from a short visit in Camden.

Boston.

last
Irving Blanchard went to Lewiston
ween after a short visit in town.

who had
Capt. and Mrs. Albert Colson,
Henrietta R.
been the guests of Mrs.
in BrookYoung have left for their home
lyn, N. Y.
a few days
on Lloyd of Milo spent

Warren street.
y at his home in
accompanied by Clarence Hoxie

Mr. and Mrs. John D. Woodfin returned
to their home in Cambridge, Mass., Sept.

5tb.

Mr. J. W. Lambert joined hef daughter
and husband, Mr.and Mrs Herbert Mendson of Bangor, and their niece. Miss Ruth
Smith, on an auto trip to Providence, to

j

Miss Gertrude Nickerson returned first
the week from a few days visit with
Mrs. E. L. Cunningham in Bangor.

of

visit another daughter, Miss Smith returned at once, to remain with her grandfather.

Mr. H. G. Applin of Somerville, Mass.,
by boat Sunday for a brief visit

arrived

at the home of Mrs. J. YV, Nickerson.

Mrs. Abfcie Gardner with her daughter,
Lillian, and mother, Mrs. Susan Tibbetts

Miss Gertrude Gardiner, who has been
the guest of her sis.er, Mrs. John Briggs,
returned home to Rockland, Mass., last

Friday.
Mrs. Josie Prescott of

Thursday with their cousins, Misses Lizzie, Evelyn and Ethel Colcord.

Miss

Brookline, Mass.,

visiting her mother, Mrs. Maria Goodhue, at the home of Miss Harnett M.
is

Mrs Elvesta Douglass, with two young
of Hull, Mass., who has been visither
ing
mother, Mrs. Ida Ellis and brother

Nickerson.

sons

Mr.

Fled

Mrs.

aiid

several weeks, left Cheisea, Mass.,

Gilbert R. Ellis, for
Mrsfor home Wednesday, Sept. 6th.
Ellis went to Orono, the same day, to
make a visit to her son, a professor at the
U. of M.

York returned to

Saturday after a three

weeks visit with his mother. Their niece,
Hatch, returned a week earlier

Miss

Mr. and Mrs. Anson Eliingwood of Monroe

and

their

son

Mr. Harold

Eliingwood

and biide of Hartford, Conn., were guests
of Mr. Z. L>. Hartshorn and family Sun-

has seen

a

brilliant summer and recorded

which
n umercus real estate transactions,
premises more for the future the people
are

rapidly leaving.

Dr. Hichbcrn’s bonfire and
on

the beach at his camp

shore
come

on

of Fort Point Cove,
to be something of

an

corn

roast

the north
which

has

annual insti-

tution, took place on Tuesday eveninf.
The high mocn end the absence of dewmade the night wonderfully enjoyable.

Before Any Buick Dealer
Can Put Up This Signthese definite qualifiA Buick dealer must meet
belore
cations set by the Buick^otor Company,

Mrs. E. C. Marden spent the week-end
Her many friends were glad to
see her.
She has become a most efficient
nurse having headquarters at 32 Crescent St., Portland when not on duty.
4

he is

at home.

Gray returned
Saturday night having
of their daughter, Mrs.
Labor

Bridges, since

Day.

molber, Mrs. Game Cunningham,
housekeeper during their absei.ce.

j

was

Mr. and Mrs. Raw-son Lufkin of Everett,
Mass., arrivid Wednesday night in their
Paige touring car at the home of her
mother, Mrs. J. W. Nickerson. They
left Tuursday for Brewer to attend the
wedding of their niece, Miss Mildred
Smith. They reiurned home Friday ac
companied by Miss Phyllis Applin, who

John R. Nutter

was

in Pemaquid last

FOR SALE

week.
Ed. Bean has charge of the creamery at
a time.

Liberty for

Vaughn Whitten and family have

re-

was a

Mr. Linwood Thompson of Belfast
in town last week on business.

was

new

boil,

a

line mat of bana-

chocolates.
Through the courtesy of Mr. Z. D. Harts
horn nearly all enjoyed a motor boat ride
around the lake. Swimming and rowing
was also enjoyed.
peanuts

and

Saturday evening, Sept. 16th, Comet
Grange will give a public supper, a regular harvest feast for 15 cents

a

plate. The

Boys

and Girls Club will be present. The
girls will demonstrate creamed carrots
and .the boys will exhibit the vegetables

they have raised. The members of the
club will be served supper free of charge.
There will also be a 5cent grab bag, music

on

rear.

Price

a farce.
Suiper will be .served at
o’clcck sharp. Come and help the
Grange and encourage the boys and
girls.

term

Mrs. .Margaret Bingham of Lincoln,
Mass., was the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Howard Hurd, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley T weedie of Thorndike were in town Sunday visiting Mr.
number from this town attended the Waldo Pomona Grange at Freedom

Quite

a

enjoyed

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Howard of Belfast
in town last week visiting Mr.

and

000.

Following Dr. Spear’s address, Mr. S.
Baid, who is conducting the Waldo
County Hospital Campaign, was introduced and spoke briefly, explaining the
plan of the campaign, the extent of the
organization, emphasizing the widespread

M.

waa£evidenced and appealing to thr physicians of the county to cooperate by personal endorsement and aid.
Short addresses were also made by Dr.
B. L. Bryant of Bangor and Dr. Elmer
interest that

■

B^lff.a;jtner,

Small of Belfast.
The meeting went on record in unaniendorsement of the campaign,
mous
promising the cooperation asked.

Va“s.h“u,both

The visiting doctors expressed deepest

1

interest in the success of the campaign,
voicing approval of it,

each personally

fund.
visiting physicians and surgeons
secre
were Doctors Bertram L. Bryant,
tary of the Maine Medical Association,
Harold M. Goodwin, J. B. Thompson, H.
J
C. Scribner, Albert W. Fellows, a
Hunt and C. a Burgess of Bangor and
Walter M. Spear, Charles D. North and
The

William Ellingwood of Rockland.

Ml. B
In Belfast, Sept. 5, to
STIMPSON.
and Mrs. Charles H. Stimpson, a »«-■
Charles H.

Jr._■
fl

which had netted the hospital about *60,

of
and at the close of the meeting three
them made personal contributions to the

BOHN_■

KNOX

Howard’s aunt, Mrs. Charles Howard.
Several auto parties attended Waterthe East
ville and Unity Fairs.
Among those who attended
ConKennebec District Sunday School
James Post of Mass., has been spending
MARRIED.
ference Sept. 9th were Rev. W. P. Palmhome.
a few days at his old
Nutter,
Harold
Rev.
Linwood
Jones,
er,
L. E. Stewert who has been very sick
Elwell-Evans. In SkowLegan.S* ■
the
the boy preacher, and the pastor of
l"" K
2, Chester El well and Mrs. Jennie
for a few days is much improved.
M.
S.
North Palermo M. E. Church, Rev
both of Burnham.
ul
There is to be a special service at the
Elus-MERRIIHEW. In Morrilk®g™
Thompson, Rev. Charles Matti Rev. W.
K.
Gilbert
a
stream
followed
Hunt,
by
5, by Rev. Nathan
Sunday, Sept. 17,
“^M
H. Palmer, Rev. Howard Brown, pastor
and Miss Ruth E. Merrithew, »«“ “■
Baptism.
of Penny Memorial Church, Augusta.
Stockton Spiings.
|(U,B
In
Miss Anna Penny and Carol Banks of
FERGUSON-MORRILL.
»[«*>■
■
Skerrye.
F.
William
Their
25.
Rev.
were
by
Aug.
Liberty
Sept. 8,
married,
w
■
THE B. H. S. FRESHMAN RECEPM. Hubbard Ferguson and Misa
friends extend congratulations.
■
TION.
both of Biddeford.
Leona
Morrill,
Miss Rena Wadsworth and Miss Louise
In
lRW.N-McKENNEY.
Catnonwj
The B. H. S. annual freshman recep- Geduldig who have been visiting relatives Maas., Sept. 2, William J. Irwin
o
■
tion was held in the Armory last Thurs- and friends here have returned to their ton and Miss Barbara McKenney
of
the
the
R.
L
auspices
under
in
homes
Providence,
day evening
KELLEY-DUNTON. In Belfast,
Student Council. It was the first funcMrs. Sarah Stone and two grandchil- 9, by Rev. William G. Vaugban,
bo
■
tion held by the new Council officers, dren of East Lynn, Mass., have been C. Kelley and Fannie Dunton,
-,.>1
elected at the close of last year: Pres., making a three weeks visit with Mrs. Belfast.
In
moody-St. Clair
Belf“t,,"'u.
Marion N. Rhoades; vice president, Mark John Ingraham and Mrs.
Ingraham’s
Austin
by Rev. Wm. F. Skerrye,
3,
secCharles
Buzzell;
Clair,
Shibles; treasurer,
St.
C.
and
Elsie
mother, Mrs. Greelyof South Freedom.
Moody
The following
retary, Pearl Decrow.
An auto party comprising Earl Curtis Rockland.
Mosher-Sayw'ard.
committees were in charge—on games, !
Iu,,!? ‘,s»y
and wife, and Chester Harding and family
Aug. 31, Paul Mosher and'Athene
Helen Johnson, Verna Jellison, Arthur;
motored to Lisbon Falla making a few ward, both of Unity.
, .ceBt
Clark; social, lone Judkins, Ramona days visit with relatives and coming home
Wood-Waterman, in
Leadbetter, Emerton Gross, Joseph Nick- via of Rockland. They report a line time. 7, by Rev. Milo Folsom of™*
Charles Wesley Wood and Marian
refreshments, Everard Pailey,
erson;
berta Waterman, both of Belfast^
CarGranville
j
HolTses,
Clayton Colcord,
In Beiia
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Whitehead-Dyer
roll Pottle, Ernest Sproul, Vivian Went- !
of
9, by Rev. William G.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Worth, Alice Wadlin.
A. Whitehead and Edna Dyer,

Waldo County Medical Society
held a special meeting and banquet at the
Windsor Hotel last Wednesdayev ning
at which there were present, besides
members of the aociety, a number of visiti ng physicians and surgeons from Bangor and Rockland.
Following the dinners most interesting
and helpful address was delivered by Dr.
W. M. Spear of Rockland, during which
he referred with much earnestness to the
campaign for funds for the Knox County

just closed,

nearly

Washington Street, Belfast

were

The

had

pulley.

*

the day very much.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles McCorrison are
live
goiug to move soon to Brunswick to
with their son Henry and family.

|

C. A. Paul Garage

and Mrs. George Stewart.

and

Hospital, which

1 Meyers Water Pump with belt ard
Outfit
The price is very low.
At
new.

business.

I

Gray 1 1-2 H. P. Gas Engine.

1

George Choate and Mrs. Mark
Howard were in South Freedom recently
Mrs.

and

WAIDO CCUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

$200

of school in the Davis district, South

Freedom.

on

$200 1

I Ford 1-ton Truck, 1920, motor overhaul*
hauled, in first class condition, new
Kelley Springfield tires on rear and a
good spare with rim. Price

State Master Thompson and his wife
attended the Pomona Grange at f reedom.
Rev. Harold Nutter is teaching the fall

8

THE

tires

Mrs. Ellen Cushman of Belfast was the

corn

punch,

Dodge 1917 Roadster, in good condition,

1

turned to New York.

Owing to the threatening weather 1 abor guest of Mrs. Ed. Bean Thursday.
Scott Gray of Belfast was in town last
Day the Swanviile Union S. S. held their
picnic on “Ma.y Johns” North Shore, in- week taking orders for lightning rods.

there

the most
shortest pos-

WEST MONTVILLE

about 135. DO.

nas,

cars.

W. R. OILKEY & SON

has spent the summer here.

stead of I onald 1 hay er's Grove.
It was
an ideal place and beside the usual lunch,

Buick

Buick service
Wherever you see the authorized
the
dot
countrythousand
sitrn—and several
for your
service
first-class
that
you will know
available.
Buick car is

Her

The Lawn Party, at the home of Mrs.
W. E. Damm last Thursday under the auspices of the L. A. S, was a decided sue
cess, socially ano linancially. The aprons
were all sold and Mowe Savery drew the
quilt, the centerpiece going to Miss Louise
Cunningham for guessing the number of
oats
in a
bottle. The proceeds were

on

Buick
complete stock of genuine cars inparts
his
Buick
based on the number of
*
community.
with the Uniform Buick
4_Be in full agreement
and fair dealing
service policy of courtesy
the
public.
with

W allace

the guest

been

experts

3—A

from Swans Island

Oscar

as

service.

sible time.

Cunningham.

E.

Mrs.

render Buick

possible

and Mrs. Chauncey Hardison and
children, her sister. Miss Hazel
Cu nningham.Mrs. E. L. Cunningham and
daughter Ecna of Bangor spent the week
end and Labor Day in town, guests of Mr.
and

to

2 _Modern equipment making
in the
exact workmanship

Mr.

Mr.

authorized

1 _Mechanics trained

four

and Mrs. A

'

I/V"

Mr. Gilbert R. Ellis, one of our rural
carriers, and Miss Ruth Merrithew, the
Mrs. S- B. day.
youngest daughter of Mr. and
Milton R. Nickerson left Sept. 5th for
at Mr.
married
were
quietly
Merrithew,
Kents Hill, w here he will attend school at
Ellis' old home in Morrill, o* Tuesday,
the Maine
YYesleyan Seminary. His
Sept. 6th. They returned Friday night,
I bey mother accompanied him as far as YVatera noisy welcome awaiting them.
ville.
will occupy the Capt. J. F. Hichborn

Virginia Porter of Brownville is
and Dr. Hichbcrn, with the aid of his brothvisiting her uncle, Herbert H. Heath
er-in-law, Adrian Burke, spent consid! family.
ul i' ujkcroft.
erable
time clearing the windfalls and
and
Mrs. Leila M. Dow of Bangor,
The Misses Esther and Hazel Hughes
!
undergrowth in the grove, :
Miss
trimming
with
on
evening
Brookside
at
season
Friday
who spent the
friend, spent
w hich taken to the tip of the point forms
their
to
Mary Hichborn.
Steamboat avenue, have returned
the basis of a pile of no mean proporhome in Boston.
Mrs. John Decker came from Bangor
tions. Tuesday night the wood and brush
J. with her husband Friday and called on
Lieut. Commander and Mrs. Wilbur
stacked about a tree all of 30 feet high,
and friends Saturday.
Carver were recent guests of Mr.
set in the beach, provided fireworks on
a
Mrs. Herbert W. Dunham has had as
Mrs. Rockwell Young of Bangor on
a generous scale for the assembled guests.
and recent
motor trip to Ripogenus, Green Lake
guests her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A good deal of corn was roasted in the
G. A. Cates of Philips.
other places.
coals after the fire had turned low. And
Mr. Charles Snow of Richmond reach- as
everyone with experience knows,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Whitcomb entheir ed Sandypoint last Wednesday, bringing green corn is at its best only after it has
tertained twenty guests at supper at
the body of their infant child.
suffered th hazzsrds of roasting on the
on Wednesday night.
camp at Swan Lake
little
her
and
the
at
padance
end of a green pole,accidentally dropped in
the
Lampher
Fredrika
Miss
The party attended
or two
half sister, Agnes Harriman, are visiting the sand and eaten with a smooch
vilion later in the evening.
N. B. on the face of the eater thereof. Dr. and
in
Ridge,
Blaney
their
grandparents
Wilbur R. Blodgett and Story Trundy
Mrs. Hichborn, Mr. Burke and his daughRoad Commissioner J. M. Staples has
of this town and Dr. Ansel M. Lothrop
Eva left Thursday morning for Boster
on
the
rehave
air ady made much improvement
and Norman Read of Belfast
ton.
on the
turned from a very successful and enjoy- 500 feet of third class highway
Mill road.
able fishing trip to Ripogenus.
BROOKS
A game of base ball on Sunday afterRev. and Mrs. Atwood left recently for
will noon between the Stockton and Prospect
Carver, Mass,, where Mr. Atwood
Arthur O. Payson has had lightning
4 in favor
apend the greater part of the month of boys resulted in a score of & to
rods installed on his farm buildings at
September on a vacation from his duties of Prospect.
South Brooks.
as pastor of the Methodist church.
Next Saturday Mrs. Louise Hopkins
Miss Addie Davis has been visiting her
A party including Capt. Henry G. Cur- will hold her opening of trimmed hats old home in Jackson, new owned Dy Alin the
tiSi Capt Clifton Curtis, Joseph Curtis, from a prominent Boston house
bert Curtis.
and Hopkins block.
Calderwood
Thomas
and
Samuel
Mrs'. Belle Edwards of Miami, Florida,
arrived from visited relstives in town this week,
Professor Bertrand Richardson, have reMrs. Elden H. Shute
turned from a cruise down the coast
Phillips last Friday for a short visit at the Vesta Higgins, and Chas. Forbes.
and
Miss Alice Trundy has returned from a borne of her husband's parents, Capt.
Mr. Ernest Burton of Belfast spent the
in
Sbute.
S.
Leon
Elden
Mrs.
Mrs.
White,
visit with her sister,
weekei d as a guest of Mrs. Vesta Davis
Miss Jeanette Ladd of Haverhill, Mass., Higgins, sod Miss Hazel Heath.
Bangor. She was accompanied by little
Leon White, Jr., whowillvisit his grand- who has been with her aunt, Mrs. Isaac
Mrs. Arthur Payson, with her sisters,
Littlefield for two weeks' vacation return-'
parents, Mr. snd Mrs. A. E. Trundy.
Mrs. Elmer Tyler of Portland and Misa
ed home Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Christian and
B. S. Harmon of Boaton, visited relatives
Mrs. Edwin T. Hatten of Bangor visited
children, Alice and Eugene, Jr., of Montin’. Castine last week.
Wellman Hanreal, Que., who have been visiting their her parents, Mr. and Mra
Mr. and Mrs. Cheney Higgins accomMrs. Hanaunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. son, early last week and Friday
by Della Bowden, Mildred Ryder
panied
Reimbold left Sept. 4 for Portland and son went to Bangor to visit herdsughter. and Hazel Heath, spent a flay recently
other New England points.
Mr. P. L. Hupper is naturally pleased
picnicing at Northport.
won three
Dr. and Mrs. W. b. Rice, who have that his horse,- Uncle Charlie,
Adrian Lane and family, who have been
at Bluebeen guests at Brookside for two weeks, straight heats, in the 2. 40 class
on a farnviu Jackson and workiog
living
returned to their home in Malden, Mass. hill on Tuesday, Sept- 5th, making 2.24 for W. O. Estes, have moved back to his
Tbev were accompanied by Dr. Rice’s 1-4 for his best time.
mother’s home in this village.
Mrs. Gerry Harding and two daughters,
mother, Mrs. Caro Rice, who has been
Mrs. Harry Weymouth and daughter
the guest of friends in town
returned to the village last week, Mrs.
of Oak Park, 111., have been
Dorothy
attended the summer school at
Charles Gilmore and family of Park Harding
the
past few days with her
staying
Castine and later spent some weeks at
have moved into the house in Park street
Arthur Payson, and family.
brother,
Harding farm at Prospect Ferry.
recently occupied by Charles Curtis, who ; the
Mias Hszel Heath of Thorndike has
I
Mr. Crawford Treat, wife and family
has purchased the Porter house in Main
been spending two weeks at the home of
in South Portland
street. Mr. Curtis and family have taken left for their home
and has now gone to
Treat’s C heney Higgins,
Mra.
accompanying
Sunday,
possession.
Belfast to work through the winter.
brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
All our flower lovers in the village are
Beverly Du Boae and Miaa Edna Du Bradley.
the auto trip to Mrs. Geo. HopBose arrived recently from New York.
taking
of
Cathers
Hartford,
Mra. John S.
dahlia farm iu Monroe,
wonderful
kina
Miaa Du Boae apent the summer in a
who has been the guest of her
is Conn.,
where one and a half acres of the show
girls’ camp in Vermont. Mr. Du Bo se
was
joined
Mr.
Lindley Kneeland,
and father,
are spread out before admiring
spending s brief vacation in town
2nd and on Tuesday flo wers
in by her husband, Sept.
and
through the generoaity of Mrs.
will return to Wastbury, X- L» later
eyes,
of last week they left for home.
the season, accompanied by his family.
Hopkins all return home with an arm
Sunday afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Wen- load of the gorgeous flowers, leaving an
Mr. and Mrs. John Frame arrived Sept
Marden of Medfield, Mass., and order behind .for some of the bulbe
dell
the road.
4 from Boston, coming over
Mias Ruth, Mr. and Mra. Aldaughter,
two weeks,
Mrs. Frairt* baa been abeent
bert Cunningham of Swanville and Mias
Mrs. Albert C. Burgess left Wednesday
visiting relatives in Boa ton, Melrose, Hattie Marden of Prospect called on Mr. for
Boston, where she will be the guest
Mr.
Maas.
Scituate, and Greenwood,
and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat.
and Mr. Harry C. Hayward, and
Mr.
of
Sept 3, acPrams motored to Boston,
will attend the wedding of her son, Kenresiinterest
to
the
and
will
of
keen
It
be
Perry,
Mabel
companist by Miaa
and Miaa Helen L.
Frame and dents of this village to learn that the re- ney Albert Burgesa
returned Sept 4 with Mrs.
takes
place Friday, Sept
which
be their moval of the high tension wires carrying Heimer,
Mi— Marion Per.y, who will
15th.
the
from
this
volts
village
through
19,000
1

Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Black returned from
for a brief slay at the
home of Miss Harriett M. Nickerson.

Mass., Thursuay

ilies and the Enslins left the Devereaux
shore on Tuesday. At Sandypoint, which

SPRINGS

to Barre, Vt

Mr. and Mrs. YV. E. Damm and Miss
Hazel E. Nickerson motored to Bar Harbor Sunday.

the wcund.

and informal.

daughter,

gone

where he has employment.

the week.

home.
The boy is doing well.
Mr. J. Beverly Du Bose, w fe, daughter,
Melvin
Mrs.
On Saturday evening
Miss
Edna and son Pendleton, of Westas a fareTho mpson gave a bridge party
N. Y., who are summering in Searsbury,
Sunwho
left
well for Miss Sally Dow,
Mrs. Du Bose’s sister, Mrs. Alton
Three tables port,
day for Danvers, Mass.
A.
Jackson, of Everett, Mass., a summer
the first prize, a handwere in play, and
of Searsport and Mrs. Albert V.
resident
went to Miss Lucy
painted coat-banger,
called Sunday afternoon upon
Nickels,
Miss Evelyn Jackson won
True Ross.
Mrs. Clara M. Griffin and
their
cousins,
Ices,
the consolation, a darning-egg.
Miss
Hichborn.
Mary
On Monday
cake, etc., were served.
Mr». ard Mr*. J. Stanley Wardwell
were enevening the same group Of girls
Ban- have given up their rent of the Bowden
tertained by Miss Barbara Tyler of
bouse and left town recently, Mr. Ward
shore.
gor at a shore party on the Tyler
well going to Lewiston and Mrs. Wardweek
last
Among the social events of
well to her former home in Princeton,
afterwas the party given on Thursday
Maine to visit relatives. She was accomthe affair
noon by Mias Evelyn Jackson,
pa nied b> her young sister Prudence,who
shower for
being in the nature of a duster
hss been spending the summer with her.
to
Miss Lucy True Ross, whose marriage
Richard B.Crosby, who has been learning
Dr. Roger Du Bose of Roanoke, Va.,
for seme weeks, will take over the job of
takes place early in October. Materials moving picture operator.
for dainty dusters were furnished and each
The summer is over and the visitors
guest was asked to make one, pr.zes being
Henry Lancaster
are rapidly departing.
lookoffered for the girl maKing the best
with wife and son returned to Brockton,
first.
finishing
one
the
to
ing duster, and
Wilsons have
dusters Mass., last Friday. The
After the work was done, the
CepL W m.
Pevereaux
cottage.
left
the,
Supper
were presented to Miss Ross.
and Harry Clark and famDevereaux
S.
was
very
jolly
served and the affair
was
n

year.

conia,

Miss

Gown
to Mrs
prize, a box of stationery, went
Melvin B. Thcmpson, whose sco'e was
as
highest. A wrist watch was presented
gift to Miss Martha Grinnell,
a farewell
who left Sunday for Barrington R. I.
!
Raj mend Davis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. R Davis of this town, met with an
j
accident while in swimming at the coal
wharf. The boy dived from a log where
head
the water was shallow, and struck

York City
Miss Laura Sharpe of New
Ross.
ia the guest of Miss Lucy True
is the
Mist Coreta Giay of Portland

Grinnell.Jr., left SepL

evening

Linwood Thayer has

Merrill Field of Boston arrived Friday
preceding Labor Day, remaning with his
parents, Mr. and Mra. Joseph Field, over
the holiday. They, with their daughter
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dougan
and young son, left for home the last of

of Cambridge, Mass., and her brother, F.
I. Tibbetts, ar.d wife of Little Rock, Arka nsas, arrived Tuesday to remain until

Sold by W. A. HaH, Belfast
On Thursday

SWANVILLE.

|

The large crowd in attendance repre- |
gented the school officials, all the classes, ;
their parents and invited friends. There |
I
were a number of games and the follow|
ing program: Opening address, Marion N. I
Misses
Grace
|
Rhoades, Pres.; piano duet,
Hatch and Tibado; aolo, Miss Mona Bur- i
gess; reading, Miss Helen Johnson; solo,
Miss Dbrothy Spear; dance, Mias Helen
McKeen’s orchestra furnished
Foster.
music and a fine dance waa held after
Refreshments were sold
the program.
by the senior class.
The refreshments were furnished by the
Belfast Candy Co. The seniors plan to
serve during intermission refreshments
provided by thia company on a commisA new ruling prevents the
sion baaia.
these periods on the
from
spending
pupils

has been
Master J. M. Dickie, who
with his grand
month
the
paat
apending
The Head
father, Capt John D. Dickie at
home in
of the Tide has returned to hia
enters
the{
he
where
N.
H..
Portsmouth,
down town streets.
fieibman class of the High school.

I*

PRODUCE

MARKET

Apples, bush
Beans, pea,
Beans, y. e.,

Cutter,
Bheese,

Chicken,
Duck,
Eggs,
Fowl,
Geese,

PAID

(1 00 Hay,
9
9
40a45
24
35
36
44
30
32

RETAIL PRICE

PRODUCER

$25 00

Belfast._
DIED.

26
Lamb,
10,
20
| Mutton,
“DANFORTH. In Belfast, Sept.
75a85
Potatoes,
of Troy, at,
Nellie
A.
Danforth
Round Hog,
12
7.
Mathews. In Belfast, Sept. **
Straw, 15 00a20 00
LincoloviUe.
of
26a32 A. Mathews
Turkey,
29 days.
wf,
16 years, 2 months and
Veal,
Palmer. In Bath, sept o,
7J yelI»
Wood, hard, 11 00
ag
Belfast,
of
native
a
8 00 Palmer,
Wood, soft,

^J5.

RETAIL MARKET

2 20
Beef, corned, 30a32 Lime,
60
18a32 Oats,
Butter salt,
90 Oat Meal,
5
Corn,
90 Onions,
Cracked corn.
f6
90 Oil, kerosene, 18al9
Corn meal,
33 Pollock,
10
Cheese,
3 15 Pork,
19
Cotton seed,
00 Rye meal,
6.6
Cranberries,
33 Shorts,
150
Clover seed,
10
OOalS
60
8 1-2
Sugar,
Flour,
H. G. seed,
(4 75 Salt, T. I., bus. 1 26
18
Sweet
Lard,
potatoes, 5

and II

months._r====^^.

Upt0"
Rev. and Mrs. HmjTH.
tW
Tuesday from Springvale
went to pack their household
Mr. Upton will leave next.w
j„y.
°
course at Newton Theology1

,*

Holt are
Mr. and Mrs. William
two weeks in Washington,
e
Mrs.
guests of Mr. and
Clellan.

^ j|e»

